
The Mogul Emperors at Kashmi1' : 

Jenangir's Inscriptions at Virnag. An insc1'iption 

on the Dal Lake. 

(Read on 17th July 1917). 

I 
I had the pleasure of visiting the interest ing and beautiful 

Introduction. 
country of Kashmir for the first time in 
May 1895. ',I'his visit suggested several 

subjects for study. Of these, one was "Cashmere and the 
Ancient Persians," and a Paper was read on the subject 
before this Society, at its meeting of 9th December 1895.1 

1 Journal, B. B. R. A. S. Vol. XIX, pp. 237·48. A public lecture on .. Ka~hmir " 
was alsQ delivered in Gujarati on 21st Jan~y 18~~, under the auspices of th!\ Gujamti 
Dnyan .Prasarak Society. (Vide my Gu)arati Dnyan Prasarak Essays" Part I , 
pp. 18~:203). Thomas Moore In his Lata Rookh has sung tile praises of tho ben uty of 
KashmIr. He sang: 

" Who has not heard of the vale of Cashmere 
With its roseS the brightest that earth ever gave 
Its temple and grottos, and fountains as clear 
As the love·lighted eyes that hang o'er their waves." 

The study of this poem, after the above visit, suggested the subjects 
of three Reaaings in Gujarati; ODe on Thomas Moore's poem of .. The 
Fire-Worshippers" on 1st November 1895, the second on that of hi s 
" Loves of the Angels " on 30th October 1896, and the third on Voltaire ' s 
.. Les Guebres" on 31st October 1903 (Vide my Gujarati "Episodes from 
the Shah-nameh"). The first subject forms an episode in Moore' s 
LaIa , Rookh, Thomas Moore was an Irishman and the Irish question 
is · a very old question. In his poem of .. The Fire· Worshippers." while 
pictu,ring the noble fight of ODe of th~ flying bands of Zoroastrians after 
the Arab ca~quest, he preaches Toleration and Freedom, and it is said. 
that in preaching and praying for these for the Zoroastrians, he had at 
the bottom of his heart the question . of Toleration and Freedom for his 
countrymen, the Irish. Thomas Moore's " Fire-Worshippers" in the 
Lala. Rookh which speaks of Kashmir, reminds one of c, Lea Guebres .. 
of Voltaire who, while describing the persecution of some Persians, is 
eaid to have aimed at the persecution of the Christian Jansenists and 
desirea toleration for them. 
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In 1895, there were no good roads there. A tonga road had just 
been made upto Baramula, whence the river Jhelulll becomes 
navigable upwards to Srinagar and further up. Since then, pretty 
good roads have been made up to Srinagar and in other parts of 
the country, whereon even motors run now. A railway line 
is now contemplated. I remember my guide, Rahim, telling 
me, during my first visit, that no sooner the whistle of a Railway 
~ngine will be heard in Kashmir the Behesht (paradise) will fly 
away from it to the higer mountains. That is quite true. 
As ~Ir. WaIter del Mar says" . . . Now is the time to visit 
Kashmir before the amenities of the Kashmir Valley are 
endangered by the new railway."l 

I had the pleasure of re-visiting Kashmir in J une-J uly 1915. 
This second visit suggested several subjects of study. One was 
that of the very interesting people of the country, the Pandits. 
It formed the subject of my Paper on "The Pandits of 
Kashmir" before the Anthropological Society of Bomba,y2 on 
28th July 1915.3 -

The present Paper has been suggested to me by some of the 
Persian inscriptions which I saw in Kashmir during this second 
visit. It is especially the two inscriptions at the beautiful spring 
of Virnag that have suggested the subject. I took a copy of them, 
very little suspecting at the time that they have not been pub
lished. I inquired at the time from ~fr. Daya Ram Sohani, the 
head of the Archreological Department of Kashmir, whether the 
inscriptions were published, and I was told that they were not. 
To make the matter certain, whether I was anticipated by some 
one, I wrote again this year on 3rd May 1917 to Dr. D. B . Spooner 
of the Archreological Department of the Government of India. 
to make inquiries if the Virnag inscriptions were published. He 
kindly forwarded the matter for further inquiry to the officiating 
Superintendent of Hindu and Buddhist Monuments, Lahore 
Circle. By a coincidence, Mr. Daya Ram Sohani ' happened 
to be the Superintendent, and he wrote to me in his letter 
dated 22nd June 1917: " A~ far as I know, the inscription in 
question has not been published properly at any place. Other 
.Persian Inscriptions from Kashmir are published in phe Journal 
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal Vol. XXXIII (1864) pp. 278 et 

- - -----
1 .. The Romantic East, Burma. Assam aud Kashmir." by WaIter del ltIar, (1900) 

Preface p. VI. 
2 Journal of the Anthropological Sooiety of Bombay Vo1. X, No. 6, pp. 4<11-8:; . 

Vide my Anthropological Papers Part U. 
3 The visit has also been the subject of 19 descriptive letters on Kashmir in - t.lw 

Jnm·i Jamshed· (lf Bombay, beginning with two on my visit of the Interesting Excu
yations by Sir John Marshal, the Directer of Archmlogy, Govt. of India, at the site of 
t he old city of Tualn neaf Ra\\"alpindi, the last Railway Station wh~nce wc start; fnr 

shm!r. 
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:seq. and Proeedings of the Asiatic Society 'of Bengal (1880) 
p. 54." Such being th case, I think, that I publish il1 our 
-Journal. for the first time, the Inscriptions at Virnag. 

I will divide my subject under the following heads : 
I. A short account of the rule and visits of Kashmir by the 

.:M:ogul Emperors. 
n. The'Text and the Translation of Jehangir's Inscriptions 

"-at Virnag, and a. few observations on them. 
Ill. As a supplement to the Paper I will refer to an inscrip

:tion on a tomb on the Dal Lake. 

lI. 
l.-A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE RULE AND VISITS OF KASHMIR 

BY THE MOGUL EMPERORS. 

I will, at first, give a short account of the rule and of the 
;visits of Kashmir by the mogul Emperors. In this account, 
1 will dwell, at some greater length, on the visits of Jehangir, 
.because we have to identify the events and dates given in his 
.above inscriptions, and to identify the person Haidar named 
in the second inscription. 

It is the hand of God that has ma.de Kashmir naturally 
beautiful, but the hand of man has tried to 

Kashmir. . .Its add to its beauty. In this matter, the 
central .posltIOn Mogul Emperors of India and among them 
<reograph loa 1 1 Y J h' . ' 

.:;'nd historically. e angrr espeClally, had a great hand. 
Among the Mogul Emperors, it was Akbar 

'"ho first conquered Kashmir and it was Jehangir who first 
·embellished it. 

Geographically, Kashmir stands, as it were, in the middle of 
three stages : (a) In the first stage, down below Kashmir are 
the vast hot plains of Punjab, Sind and other parts of India. 
(b) The second stage is Kashmir's own, in which it, in a higher 
.region, forms the most beautiful of the beautiful valleys of the 
world, watered by a river and a number of streams. As said by 
.a French writer, "there are few valleys more beautiful than this 
part of Kashmir."! (c) Then the third stage is that of the 
higher Himalayan mountains by which it is surrounded on all 

..sides. On account of its position near these mountains (dama,n.i 
Kuh) it is, as it were, the Indian Piedmont.2 

In the matter of History also, she can be said to have three 
periods or stages. (a) The first is that, which can be called the 
pre-historical period, of which its written history, the Rajataran-

1 Nouyclle G(iographie Universelle, Vol. vur, p. 112, 2 Ibid. 
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giro gIves us a little glimpse. ,According to Parsee books and. 
some Mahomedan books of history, the early ancient Iranians. 
had some relations with Kashmir as with northern India. Early 
writers speak of it as a part of India. The Pahlavi Bundehesh. 
speaks of Kashmir as a part of India. I have spoken before, OIl> 

this subject, in my paper before the Society, entitled" Cashmere· 
and the Ancient Persians."l (b) Its second histor.ical stage or 
period, and that the most important period, is the one mo~tly des
cribed by the Rajatarangini. During this period, we have both, 
what Sir Francis Younghusband terms" outward effort" and the
"inward effort," i.e., attempts on the part of foreigners to invade' 
and occupy Kashmir and the attempts on the part of the Kash· 
miri kings to conquer adjoining countries like Punjab, Tibet 
and Badakhshan. In spite of a number of inglorious pages here · 
and there, it may comparatively be called the golden or the
glorious period of its history. (c) The last period is that which 
is subsequent to this second and which extends up to now. The
Mogul period can be said to belong to the last part of the secol'ld_ 
or the middle period which was a long extensive period. We' 
will give a short bird's eye view of the second period, most of 
which is principally referred to by the Rajatarangini. 

III 

Sir Francis Y ounghusband, in his interesting and beautifully' 
History of Kash· illustrated book on Kashmir, while speak. · 

roir before the ing of its history, says :-" A country of: 
Moguls_ such striking natural beauty must, surely, 
at some period of its history, have produced a refined and noble
people. Amid these glorious mountains, breathing their free
and bracing air, and brightened by the constant sunshine,_ 
there must have sprung a strong virile and yet resthetic race . . 
The beautiful Greece, with its purple hills and varied contour, 
its danoing seas and clear blue sky, produced the graceful Greeks .. 
But Kashmir is more beautiful than Greece. It has the same' 
blue sky and brilliant sunshine, but its purple hills are on a far 
grander scale, and if it has no sea, it has lake and river, and the
still more impressive snowy mountains. It has, too, great~ 
variety of natural scenery, of field and forest, of rugged moun· · 
tain and open valley. And to me, who have seen both countries,. 
Kashmir seems much the more liekly to impress a race by its; 
natur~l beauty. Has it ever made any such impression ~ "2 Sir 
FranCls Younghusband replies that the noted shawls of Kasmir-

pp. 1l~_{~lFal B. B. R. A. XIX, pp_ 237·48. Vide my'.' Aslatlo Papers," Part 1.-

2 Kashmir by F. Younghusband (1909), p. 194_ 
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. a.nd the remains of its old temples, " remarkable for their almost 
Egyptian solidity, simplicity and durability, as well as for 
'What Cunningham describes as the graceful elegance of their 
·outlines, the massive boldness of their parts, " indicate, that" its 
inhabitants have a sense of form and colour and some delicacy 
..and refinement."! "The people that built the ancient temples 
oof Kashmir must have been religious, for the remains are all 
-of temples or of sacred emblems, and not of palaces, commercial 
.offices or hotels; they must have held at least, one large idea to 
.have built on so enduring a scale, and they must have been men 
.of strong and simple tastes averse to the paltry and the florid. 
What was their history 1 Were they a purely indigenous race 1 
Were they foreigners and conquerors settled in -the land, or were 
.they a native race, much influenced from outside, and with 
:sufficient pliability to assimilate that influence and turn it to 
.,profitable use for their own ends 1" Younghusband answers this 
long question, by saying that the race was indigenous, but still 
.it was subject to foreign influence. Though its surrounding lofty 
mountains acted as a barrier against foreign influence, its natural 
beauty made up for that barrier, because it attracted foreigners 
.in spite of the difficulty of access. 

The Rajatarangini, written by Kalhana in A. D. 1148 and 
,brought down to later times by additions by Jotraj in 1412, and 
lto still later tim~s by further additions by Shrivar Pandit in 1477, 
.begins the history with a reference to the times of Asoka (about 
:250 B. c.), the relics of whose Buddhist temples are still seen in 
;this country. Alexander the Great had invaded India in about 
.327 B. c. and his invasion is said to have made some Greek influ
·ence on Indian Architecture. H ence it is, that we see on ' old 
Kashmir temples the influence of Greco·Buddhist art. Darius, 
lthe great Persian, had preceded Alexander and had also left some 
traces of Iran's Persepolitan influence on Indian Art. Hence it 
<is, that we see some traces, though few, on Kashmir buildings, 
e.g., on the great Martand temple, of the Persepolitan influence. 
The modern village of Prandrathan, t hree miles above Srinagar, 
was the site of the .old city founded by Asoka. 2 The name 
·.signifies " old capital" (puranadhistban.) 

After Asoka and his heirs, there came the Iudo·Scythians 
·under Kanishka (about A.D. 40) and his succes ors, who ruled 
in the north and even on the north-western frontiers of India. 
'This line of kings also was Buddhist, but t heir Buddhism was 

. 1 Ibid. ' 
2 I had the plp.'1Sure of visltlt.g the ruin nnd the present excavations on the site 10 

:.the agreeable compan:< of Mr. Daya RAm 'obani, the 'upcrintendent of thl! 
.Arehreoiogcai Department of Kashmir, on 18th June, 1915. 
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partly infused with some Zoroastrian ideas, as can be seen from: ; 
their Indo-Scythic coins, which, as showed by Sir Aurel Stein, 
had the names of Zoroastrian deities on them. Kanishka is· 
said to have held in Kashmir the Third Great Council of the 
Buddhist Church, which council is said to be the author of " the 
Northern Canon" or "the Greater Vehicle of the Law" (1\'lflha- . 
yana, Ht. . the High or the broad liberal way). Harwan,l one 
of the se, eral beautiful places of Kashmir, at present a site of 
the Water Works for Srinagar, is spoken of as. the seat of a' 
known Buddhisatva, Nagarjuna . 

. The Buddhism of Asoka and Kanishka was overthro~n by' 
Brahmanism. This fact appears from the writings of the 
Chinese traveller, Hieun Tsiang, who, visitig Kashmir m. 
A •. D. 631: deplored, that Budd4J.sm was neglected there. 

A century later, there was an excursion of the White Huns . 
headed by l\fihrcula, who, driven away from India, went to · 
Kashmir, and paying ungratefully the hospitality of the ruler, 
captured his throne. The name Mihrcula is a Persian name. 
He is said to have founded the temple and the city of Mihresh
wara and Mihirapur. All these names, which are connected with 
Mihr, the later form of Avestaic Mithra, point to his being one 
who can be. called an Iranian Hun. Ra,jatarangini condemns. 
him for having introduced in Kashmir, Gandharwa Brahmins 
to supercede the orginal Hindu Kashmir Brahmins . I have· 
referred to l\fihrcula at some length in my paper, read last year 
before the Society on the subject of the Huns. 2 

Then, we come to a reigning family, which belongs to Kashmir' 
itself. Its famous king was Liladitya (A. D. 699 to 736). Not only 
did he rule Kashmir well, but he conquered adjoining countries 
such as Punjab, Tibet and Badakhshan. He was the builder 
of the celebrated temple of Martand whose ruins still appear to · 
be grand and majestic. King Avantivarman (A.D. 855 to 883) · 
the founder of Avantipura, whose ruins we still see, was one of ' 
his dynasty. A number of weak rulers followed him and there 
was a good deal of disorder for a number of years. 

Theri, there came the first invasion of Mahomedans tmder 
l\'lahmud Gaznavi (A. D. 1015) which was unsuccessful. There· 
were dissensions in the family of the ruling dynasty, which had 
several weak kings till the time of Harsa (1089-1101). By 
1339; t,he niahomedan power had made great strides in Punjah. 
a~d m the adjoining country. A Mahomedan ruler, named Shah 
Mir, deposing the widow of the last ruling Hindu ruler, founded 
for the first time a Mahomedan dynasty. The kings of this· 

1 I had the pleasure of visiting this beautifll! spot on 14th June 1915. 
2 ,foum:>! B. B. R . • \ . S. Vo!. XXIV, No. 3, p . ;;S8. ,ido my 'Asiatic Papcra Put H •. 
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dynasty were not strong. Disorder and internal struggles conti
nued and the country was no way better than during the 
last 200 years of disorder and misrule of the Hindu rulers . 

Then, there came Zain-ul-abad-din (1420-70), of whom the 
people still speak as the P adsha,h, i .e., the King. H e was to 
Kashmir, what, latter on, Akbar was to the whole of India 
including Kashmir. H e was tolerant to the Hindus, so much so, 
that he contributeu money for the repairs of old Hindu t emples 
and for the revival of old Hindu learning. His reign was, as 
said by Younghus band, " a mere oasis in the dreary record " 
of. a long line of Mahomedan kings, both t hose who preceded 
him and those who followed him till 1532, when lI'firza Haidar, at 
the head of some Turks from the northern regions, conquered 
Kashmir and ruled for some years. In 1536, Akbar 's generals 
conquered it, and it became a part, a& it were, of India . The 
Mogul rule, thus established, continned for about 200 years. 

IV. 

Now, we come to the Moguls, whose taste for art, led them to 
give a helping hand to beautify Kashmir. It 

The ¥oguls and was J ehangir especially who had done a good 
ICashmll'. 1 I ' h' tt Th Sh Alim A N ' h At l ea ill t IS ma er . e a aI', IS a " 
Vhnag and many other gardens point to this Icing's handsome 
work in this line. Bernier, a French physician and traveller, 
who lived in the 17th century (died A . D . 1688), was in the 
Court of Aurangzebe for about 12 years, 8 out of which he served 
as a court physician. H e visited Kashmir in the company of a 
Mogul nobleman n amed Danishmand who accompanied Aurang
zebe. H e says, t hat t he Moguls considered Kashmir to be the 
paradise of India. H e thus speaks of the beauty of Kashmir, 
as he saw it iu the t ime of Aurangzebe : " I am charmed 
with K achemere. In truth, the kingdom surpas ed in beauty all 
that my warm imagination had anticipated. I t is probably un
equalled by any country of the same extent. . .. It is not indeed 
without reason that the Moguls called Kachemere the t errestrial 
paradise of ~he Indies .... J ehanguir became so enamoured of 
this little kingdom as to make it a place of his favourite abode, 
and he often declared that he would r ather be deprived of every 
other province of his mighty empire than lose Kachemere." l 

Taimur, the ancestor' of the Mogul Emperors of India, who 
. had written his auto-biography known as 

TlUIlluran!lKa- " M 1£ At' T' . ( I. l"" -) • slunir ~ a uza -1- aImurl ~ )~~.c ~ .c ,J$l,vol ~.e . , 

. the 'Words or Memoir of Taimur, refers t o 
Kashmir. His memoir is also known as Tuzuk-i Taimur (LS )~.b 

1 Constable's Oriental Mj-ceUanv of Original and . elected PnbUcatioll!!. Vol. I . 
Bernj~r's Tr:\vel>, .' .D. 1658-16G8 (lS01), PI>. 4.00·t01. 
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..s »)"j) i.e., the Institutions or Regulations of Taimur. It was 
written in Turki and then translated into Persian in the reign of 
Shah Jehan. In these Memoirs, Taimur refers to Kashmir and to 
the Spring of Virnag. He says: "I made inquiries about the 
country and city of Kashmir from men who were acquainted ' 
with it and from them I learned that. . .. Kashmir is an in
comparable country ... In the midst of the country there is a 
very large and populous city called Naghaz. 1 The rulers of 
the country dwell there. The buildings of the city are very 
large and are all of wood and they are fou.r or five stories ·high. 
They are very strong and will stand for 500 or 700 years. A 
large river runs through the middle of this city, as large as the 
Tigris at Baghdad and the city is built upon both sides of it. 
The source of this river is within the limits of Kashmir in a large 
lake, some parasangs in length and breadth which is called Vir
nak. The inhabitants have cast bridges over the river in nearly 
thirty places. Theso are constructed of wood, stone or boats; 
seven of the largest are within the city and the rest in the en
virons. When this river passes out of the confines of Kashmir, 
it is named after each city by which it passes; as the river of 
Damdana, the river of Jand. The river passes on and joins the 
Chinab above Multan."2 

We find a short account of Kashmir in the Zafar-Nama 
of Sharaf-ucl-Din Yazdi, "which is a very partial . bio
graphy of Timur written in A. D. 1424. and ii based 
upon the Malfuzat-i-Timuri."3 We read there: "There is 
a city named Naghaz, which is the residence of the rulers of 
the country. Like Bagdad, the city has a large river ' running 
through it, but the waters of this river exceed those of the 
Tigris. It is extraordinary that the waters of so great a river all 
spring from one source, which source is situated in this country 
itself and is called Vir." 4 

V 
It was in the 31st year of his reign (Hijri 993, A. D. 1585) 

that Akbar invaded ' Kashmir. He advanc
Akbar and Kash· 

mir. ed as far as Atak and sent Bhagwan Da!3, 
Shah Kuli Mallran and other well-known 

Amirs, with about 5,000 horses, to effect the conquest of 
Kashmir. 5 They were opposed by Yusuf Khan, the ruler 
of the country, who came and blockaded the pass. The above 
g~B.erals resolved to make peace. They settled that Ytisuf 

1 I think it is a corruption of Nagar, the final Persian, (r) being by mistake written 
with a nuJ.-tah as (z). This name Nagar then is a contraction of Srl·nagar (Cf. Nagar 
tor Ahmednagar.) . . 

~ Ib!d, H, p. ~78. 2 Elliot's History of India, Vol. II., p. 476. 
o Ibul. V. p. 4uO. 4 Ibid, p. 522. 
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rmay pay some tribute to Akbar in saffron, shawls and some 
.money. Akbar disapproved of the terms of peace and at first 
"as angry with his generals, but he afterwards admitted them 
-mto his audience. 1 Akbar then sent Kasim Khan Mirbahr 
-to conquer Kashmir. Owing to the dissensions among the 
Kashmiris, the task of conquest was easy. 

Akbar took Kashmir in A. D. 1586 and visited it three times. 
During one of these visits, he directed the fort of Hari Parbat 
-to be built. His son Jehangir completed it. We read as 
:follows in the Tabakat-i-Akbari: "The rulers of Kashmir had 
.always been well-wishers and servants of the Imperial house. 
His Majesty now intended, after performing his usual pilgrimage 
to Ajmere, to pay a visit to the tomb of Sailili Farid Shakar

;ganj and to visit the Panjab. So he sent Mulla I shki, one of the 
-old servants of the Court, along with Kazi Sadru-d-din, to 
Kashmir. Alikhan, the ruler of Kashmir, entertained them nobly 
.and respectfully, and exhibited his fidelity and devotion."2 

Akbar then paid a running visit to Kashmir in 1589 (Hijri 997) 
when on his way to Kabul. Leaving the ladies of the Court on 
-this side of the mountains of 'kashmir, he "went on express.":! 
In 1592, he paid another visit. On his way thither, he heard 
-that Yadgar, a nephew of Yusuf Khan Rizani, his governor of 
Kashmir, had raised the standard of revolt and declared him
=8el£ as the Sultan. This rebellion was put down and Yadgar 
was killed before Akbar reached the capital. We read in the 
Tabakat-i-Akbari, that he " stayed there eight days, riding about 
.and hunting water-fowl. "On his return journey, embark. 
Jng in a boat., he proceeded towards Baramula on the confines of 
Kashmir, on the way to Pakhali. On the road he saw a reservoir 

·{)alled Zain·lanka. This reservoir is enclosed on the west, north 
and south by mountains and it is thirty leos in circumference.4 

'The river Bahut (Jilam) passes through this lake. Its water is 
very pure and deep. Sultan Zain-u-l-' Abidin carried out a pier 
-of stone to the distance of one jarib into the lake and upon it 
cerected a high building. Nothing like this lake and building is to 
be found i. India.5 After visiting this edifice he went to Bara 
.Mula."6 In all, Akbar paid three visits to Kashmir. 7 

1 Ibld, p. 453. 2 Ibid, Vol. v., p. 411. 
3 Ibld, Vol. V., p. 457. 

. 4 This reservoir Is now known as Wular Lake, which is said to be thc l[\rgc~t lakc 
Iln India. ' 

, 5 l'J'dalpur In Mewnr (R.'tjputann) Is spoken of by some as the .. Kashmir of Raj. 
lPutana." There, we ~ee bea~lt1ful .art!flcial lakes. In the midst of one of these, wc 
.tln!! some handsome royal bmldlngs. These may be nn imitation of the above buUdlng 
'4u the Wnlnr Lnke. 

6 EllIot V., p. 465. 7 A\n.I·Abkarl, Jarret 's Translation n, p. 348. 

• 
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Akbar had divided his Empire into divisions called Subah . . 
'Kashmir as des- Each Subah was known from the name1fof" 

cribed in the AiD- the tract of the country or its capital clty.
j·Akbari . Latterly, when Berar, Khandesh and Ahmed
nagar were conquered there were in all 15 Subft,hs. Each· 
Subah was sub-divided into Sarkars. There were in all 105-· 
Sarkars. Each Sarkar was divided into parganahs or Mahals. 
All the Sarkars were subdivided into 2,737 townships.1 The' 
Subahs were spoken of as being in such and such a climate. 
The term climate meant a slope or inclination and" was used in 
the mathematical geography of the Greeks with reference to the 
inclination of various parts of the earth's surface to the plane 
of, the equator. Before the globular figure of the earth was · 
known, it was supposed that there was a general slope of its sur
face, from South to North, and this was called' klirna.' But 
as the science of mathematical geography advanced, the word 
was applied to belts of the earth's surface divided by lines parallel' 
to the equator, these lines being determined by the different 
lengths at different places, of the shadow' cast by a gnomon of 
the same altitude, at noon of the same day .... The Arabs· 
adopted this system, but restricted the number to seven."2 The· 
Arabs seem to have followed the ancient Iranians who had . 
Itaft. keshwa,rs, i. e., seven regions or climates. In our inscrip
tions, Jehangir is spoken of as the king of these seven regions. 
Kashmir belonged to the Subah of Kabul which comprised 
Kashmir, Pakli, Binbar, Swat, Bajaur, Kandahar and Zabu
listiin. The capital of this Subah was Kabul. Kashmir lies :_ 
in the 3rd and 4th climates. Of the \>everal routes leading to· 
this country encompassed on all sides by the Himalayan 
ranges, the Pir Pangal route was the one adopted by Akbar in. 
ms three visits to " the rose garden of Kashmir."3 

Abul Fazl, the great historian of Akbar, thus speaks of Kash
Abul Fazl on mir: " The country is enchanting and might 

the b~uty of be fittingly called a garden of perpetual 
Kashuur. spring surrounding a citadel terraced to the · 
skies, and deservedly appropriate to be either the delight of the 
worldling or the retired abode of the recluse. Its streams are 
sweet to the taste, its waterfalls music to the ear, and its climate' 
is invigorating. .. The lands are artificially watered or depen
dent on rain for irrigation. The flowers are enchanting, and fill; 
the heart with delight. Violets , the red rose and wild narcissu~ 

1 . Aln·j·Akbnri llk Ill., Imperial Admin13tration. Jarrct's Trrlllslation 181H, 
Vo!. n., p. 115. 

2. Ibid, p. 11"5, n. 4. ~. Ibid, H ., p. 348. 
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cover the plains. To enumerate its flora would be impossible. It ; 
spring and autumn are extremely beautiful . . . Tulips are grown. 
on the

l 
roofs which present a lovely sight in t he spring time."l 

Abdul Fazl thu. describes the Vernag spring: " In the Ver tract 
The Vemug of the country is the source of ' the Behat. 

spring, described It is a pool measuring a jarib which tosses in 
in t~e Ain-i · foam with an astonishing roar and its depth is . 
Akbarl. unfathomable. It goes by the name of Vernag . 
and is surrounded by a stone embankment and to its east are · 
temples of stone."2 

VI 

J EIIANGIR'S VISITS Ol~ KASHMIR. 

No'Y we come to the reign of J ehangir. We will speak of: 
The beauty of his connection with Kashmir at some length, . 

Kashmir. J chan- because he had a great hand in beautifying . 
glr ' s hand in Kashmir, and because we have to explain and 
beauti~ying it. identify the events and dates referred to in. 
his inscriptions. In his work of beautifying Kashmir by 
laying gardens at various beautiful places, J ehangir was ably 
assisted by his Nur Mahal. We know that this queen had 
great influence upon J ehangir in various matter , even in state 
matters. 3 

Kalhana, the author of the Raj atarangini , while speaking of 
Kashmir's beauty, says : :: It is a country where the sun shine . 
mildly, being the place created by Kashyapa as if for his glory . . 
High school-houses, the saffron, iced water and grapes which 
are rare e,en in Heaven are common here. Kailasa is the best 
place in the three worlds, Himalaya the best part qf Kailasa, and 
K ashmir the be. t part in Himalaya."4 The Kashmiris speak 
of their country as " an emerald set in pearls, a land of lakes, . 
clear streams, green turf, magnificent trees and mighty moun
tains, where the air is cool and the water sweet, where men are 
strong and ,yomen vie with the soil in fruitfulness."6 

Bernier says of the Dal Lake of Kashmir, as he saw it later on 
beautified at the hand of J ehangir, that it " is one 'of the most 
beautiful spot in the world. . . P erhaps in the whole world, 

1 A!n-i-.Akbnri, Jarcctt's Tmnslntiol\, Vol. IT., PP. 348·49. 
2 The Aln-i-A.khari, Jarrett's Tmnsl:l.tion, Vol. IT., p. 36l. 
3 She hacl :I powerful hand in helping the cause of Sir Thomas Roe, the first Ellgliab 

ambassador at tho Court of Jehangir. Roe, was so much helped and supported by Nur 
Mahal, that he wrote from J cllangir's Court to hi'! people at Surat: "Xoor Mahali '\. 
DW solicitor and her brother my broker" (Earll" Engll.sh AdYenturerr in the EII.~t b y 
,Ullold Wright, 1917, p. 163.) 

4, As qllot.ed by Sir W. Lawrence. 5 I bid. 
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.-there is no corner so pleasant as the Dal Lake." Of the very 
beautiful lake of Manasbal, Sir R. Younghusband1 says 

,that it is" a jewel among the mountains." I was pleased with 
1110 lake of Kashmir so much as with this beautiful gem. Mciving 
~about in your boat in the calm and clear water of this lake, you 
.feel, as if you see beautiful pictures moving in a cinematograph 
· before you. 

Kashmir, as described by these writers, old and modern, 
was beautiful and Jehangir vied with Nature to- make it 
more beautiful. In his memoirs, he often spoke of Kashmir 
as "Behesht-nazir Kashmir" (..1,:''> .J~J:aj ":"'s'e) i.e., the 
paradise-like Kashmir. At times, he spoke of it it as 

.-4elpazir (.J~~~J~) 3 Kashmir, i.e., heart-ravishing Kashmir. 
In connection with Jehangir's detailed admiring description 
BeveridCfe's of the beauties of Kashmir and of its 

estimate of" t~e various flowers, one may notice what 
taste of J ehanglr. Mr. Beveridge says of the scientific tastes of 

:the Emperor. " If Babur, who was the founder of the Mogul 
Empire in India, was the Cresar of the East, and if the many

.-sided Akbar was the epitome of all the great Emperors, includ

.ing Augustus, Trajan, Hadrian, Marcus Aurelius, Julian, and 
.Justinian, Jahangir was certainly of the type of the Emperor 
-Claudius, and so bore a close resemblance to our James 1. All 
three were weak men, and under the influence of their favourites, 
-and all three were literary, and at least two of them were fond 
-of dabbling in theology. All three were wrong in their places 
-"3. rulers. Had James I. (and VI. of Scotland) been, as he half 
wished, the Keeper of the Bodleian, and J ahangir been head of 

."3. Natural History Museum, they would have been better and 
· happier men. Jahangir's best points were his love of nature and 
powers of observation, and his desire to do justice."4 

Jehangir had paid, in all, six visits to Kashmir, two of which 
Jehangir's s ix were in the company of his father Akb~r 

visits of Kashmir. and four during his own reign. We WIll 
· .briefly refer to these visits as described by him in his Memoirs. 
' This description will give us an idea, not only of his tastes and 
· of his love of Nature, but also of his admiration for Vernag, 
where we find his two inscriptions which have suggested to me 

-the subject of this paper. At first, we will speak of his impres
"sions about Vernag, as formed during his visits in the life time 
q)f .his father Akbar. 

, 1 Kashmir by Younghusband, p. 37. 

2 Vide the U" .J~t, lr;- ~.-) (j J l~'; I the 1865 edit,ion of 'the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, pp. 213, 240, &c. 3 Ibid,.p. ,213. 

-4 The Tuzuk-j-JaMnglri, Vol. n .. Preface, pp. V-VI. 
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Jehangir came to the throne on 24th October 1605 (1014-
Hijri) at the age of 38. In the second year ' 

Yernag, des- of his reign, he went to Kabul. While 
c:l~ed ~Y Jehan· describing his journey to that city in his. 
glr In hlB Tuzuk- . h f t th . Bih . th i-Jehangiri; MemoIrs e re ers 0 e river at, ~.e., e 

Jhelam on the banks of which he had pitched 
his tents. The mention of Jhelam makes him speak of Vernag, 
the source of the rive~ Jhelam. He thus describes Vernag : 

'" The source of the Bihat is a spring in Kashmir called the · 
Vir-nag; in the language of India a snake is Vir-nag. Clearly
there had been a large snake at that place. I went twice to the · 
spring in my father's lifetime; it is 20 kos from the city of Kash-
mir. It is ·an octagonal reservoir about 20 yards by 20. Near ' 
it are the remains of a place of worship for recluses; cells cut 
out of the rock and numerous caves. The water is exceedingly 
pure. Although I could not guess its depth, a grain of poppy- 
seed is visible until it touches the bottom. There were many 
fish to be seen in it. As I had heard that it was unfathomable, _ 
I ordered them to throw in a cord with a stone attached, and 
when this cord was measured in gaz it became evident that the
depth was not more than once and a half the height of a man . 
After my accession, I ordered them to build the sides of the
spring round with stone, and they made a garden round it with 
a canal; and built halls and houses about it and made a 
place such that travellers over the world can point out few 
like it."1 

We learn from this passage, that Vernag was a favourite-
place of J ehangir and that he had been twice there during his . 
father's time. We learn further, that after his accession to the
throne, he had ordered the sides of the tank to be built up,· 

- with st{)ne and a. garden to be made near the place. The first 
inscriptio~, . when it speaks of the order of His Majesty (r~-

<:!J ~ t:J f ), seems to refer to the order mentioned in the above · 
passage. During my first visit of Kashmir in 1895, I had passed 
one night in one of the houses over the spring referred to. 
by Jehangir in the above passage. Since then, the building
has been destroyed by fire, a.nd, during my second visit 
on 30th June 1915, we had to pass the day in the adjoining
garden under the shady chinars, and the night in the-
pavilion over the main canal, the jui or ab-shdr, referred to in, 
the inscription. 

1 The Tuzuk·i-Jehacgirl, or Memoirs of Jeabangit, translated by A. ROllers, edited. 
b7 H. Beveridge (1909), Vol. 1, p. 92· 
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Jehangir visited Kashmir in the 15th year of hi's reign. He 
gives a rather extensive account of it in ·-;to -!ta:~:si:~~; his Memoirs. The thought of visiting 

14th-15th year of Kashmir occurred to him in the 14th year 
hi.~ . reign (1029 of his reign (1619-20). He thus speaks 
HIJM. A.D. 1620) . of this first thought: 

" As the purpose of visiting the eternal spring of the rose-
garden of Kashmir was settled in my mind, I sent off Nuru-d

-din Quli to hasten on before, to repair as far as was possible the 
ups and downs of the Punch route to it, and to prepare it, so 
that the passage of laden beasts over difficult hill-tops might be 
-accomplished with ease, and that the men should not undergo 
labour and hardship. A large number of artificers, such 

· as sto,ne-cutters, carpenters, spadesmen, etc., were dispatched 
with him, to whom an elephant was also given."! I will 
give here a short account of this visit, as given in his 
)'femoirs, because we learn therefrom, Jehangir'. impressions 
-of the beauty of Kashmir and of its intcresting places and 
fea~ures. 

Jehangir started for Kashmir at the end of the 14th year of 
his reign. He celebrated the Naoroz of the 15th year (10th 
~1arch 1620, the 1st of Farvardin) on the banks of the river Kishan 

, -Ganga. In some of the mountainous tracts of this country, it 
is often difficult to find a flat place for a camp. So Jehangir 
notes with special satisfaction the fact of a proper place being 

· found by chance. He says: 2 " On the top of this (a ridge 
· overlooking the water, green and pleasant) was a flat place of 
· .50 cubits, which one might say the rulers of fate had specially 

prepared for such a day. The aforcsaid officer (Mu 'tamid 
Khan) had made ready everything necessary for the New Year's 
feast on the top of that ridge which was much approved. 
Mu 'tamid Khan was much applauded for this. ..... The 
15th year of the reign of this suppliant at the throne of Allah 
commenced happily and auspiciously." 

On coming to Baramula, he was told that " in the Hindi 
language they call a boar Barah (Varaha) and milla a place-that 
is, the boar's place. Among the incarnations that belong to 
t he religion of the Hindus, one is the boar incarnation and 
Barah mula by constant use has become Bara mula."3 On the 
road up, the king and the court ladies w.ere overtaken by a 

now-storm. An officer of his court was drowned while bathing 
in the river. The king describes a Zampa or a rope-bridge, 

1 The Tuzuk-i-J",ha.ngiri by Ho.ers and Beveridgc Vol. n. (1914) , pp. 97-98. 
2 The Tuzuk/ rbld, Vol. n., P. 128·30· " I 
S Ibld , pp. 130-31. 
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'which a traveller even now sees occasionally on the river. 
During my first n sit, I tried to walk over one, but soon got 
nervous and could not go over it for more than a few feet." It 
'is made up of three ropes. On one, which is the lower one, they 
walk, holding in their ~ands the ?ther two which are higher up. 
'These ropes are tied WIt.h two bl~ strong trees on the banks. 
-Only one man can walk at a tIme, .and nervous travelle~s 
·.are carried blindfolded by an experIenced footman on his 
shoulder. 1 

Of the beauty of the counrty higher up, Jehangir says : " It 
was broad, and plain after plain, and mead after mead of flowers. 
'Sweet-smelling plants of narcissus, violet and strange flowers 
.. t.hat grow in this country, came to view. . .. The flowers 
·of Kashmir a,re beyond counting and calculation. Which shall 
I write of 1 And how many can I describe ~"2 Later on, he 
again says of the flowers , that "the flowers that are seen in the 
territories of Kashmir are beyond all calculation."3 Travelling 
onward by boat, Jehangir came to the capital, and landed on 
that bank of the Dal, where, on the Hari Parbat hill, his father 
Akbar had directed the construction of a fort. The fort begun 
by Akbar was completed by Jehangir. The king took 168 days 
to travel from Agra to Kashmir, a distance of 376 koso There 
were 102 marches and 63 halts. 4 

Jehangir then refers to the Raja-tarang (Rajatarangini) which 
11is father had got translated from the Sanskrit into Persian. 
He then takes a note in his account of his arrival at the 
·capital of Kashmir, that it was in Hijri 712 (A. D. 1312-13) 
t hat Kashmir was first " illumined by the religion' of Islam. 
·'.rhirty-two Mahomedan princes reigned over it for 282 years 
until in 994 (1586) my father conquered it."6 He then got a 
survey made of the country in order to ascertain the length and 
the breadth of the valley. The length was found to be about 

-67 koss and the breadth from 10 to 25 koso 

While describing the capital, the city of Srinagar, Jehangir 
thus refers to Virnag, the inscription of which forms a part of 
the subject of this Paper: -"The name of the city is Srinagar, 
and the Bihat river flows through the midst of it. They call 

. itq fountain-head Vir-nag. It is 14 kos to the south. By my 

1 Vi~e Ibid p. 137, for the description by Jehangir. 
2 Ibld, p. 134. 
3 Ibid, p. 145 • 
• Ibill, p. 139. 
5 Ibid, n ,P 140 
G or &6 k08, if .. the boundary ol a country is the place up to which !.>COpIA 

"!Jllcak the la?[mage of that coun~ry." ~ k08 equalled. 5,000 yard~. Each yard ' Wa3 equai 
to two sharl yards, each of whIch ag:un was 24 digits or allgU8ht. 40 allqu,lU made QIOe 
llalll oaz. 
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order they have made a building and a garden at that source,'" 
J ehangir makes a longer mention of Virnag in another part of 
his Memoirs. 

We have referred above to Jehangir's admiration of 
Jehangir'sadmi- Kashmir's beauty and of its flowers. H e

ra tion of Kashmir. thus speaks of it further on: "Kashmir is a. 
garden of eternal spring, or an iron fort to a palace of 
kings-a delightful flower-bed, and a heart-expanding heritage· 
for dervishes. Its pleasant meads and enchanting cascades 
are beyond all description. There are running streams and 
fountains beyond count. Wherever the eye reaches, there
are verdure and running water. The red rose, the violet 
and the nar<;:issus grow of themselves; in the fields, there· 
are all kinds of flowers and all sorts of sweet-scented herbs 
more than can be calculated. In the soul-enchanting spring the· 
hills and plains are filled with blossoms; the gates, the walls, 
the courts, the roofs, are lighted up by the torches of banquet
adorning tulips. What shall we say of these things or of the
wide meadows (julgahd) and the fragrant trefoil ~ . .. The· 
finest inflorescence is that of the almond and the peach. Out
side the hill-country the commencement of hlossoming is ~he
first Isfandarmuz (February 10). In the territory of Kashmir 
it is the first Farwardin (March 10), and in the city gardens it; 
is the 9th and 10th of that month, and the end of their blooming 
joins on to the commencement of that of the blue jessamine. In 
attendance on my revered father, I frequently went round the· 
saffron fields and beheld the spectacle of the autumn. Thank 
God that on this occasion I beheld the beauties of the' 
spring."2 

J ehangir then describes at some length the buildings of 
Kashmir and its various products-fruits, silk, wine, vegetables,. 
grains, oils, animals, shawls, cloths, dress, ways of travelling,. 
and music. What travellers . observe now about the cleanliness 
of the people was observed by Jehangir about 400 years ago_ 
He says: " Although most of the houses are on the river-bank 
not a drop of water touches their hodies. In short, they are· 
as dirty outside as inside, without any cleanliness."3 

Proceeding further, one sees in Jehangir's Memoirs a some- . 
what detailed description of the fort of Hari Parhat and the
garden attached to it which he named Nur-ajzd, i.e., light-
increasing. 4 • 

1 Ibid, n., pp. 141·142 . 
. 2 The Tuzuk by ltogerli Bevcridge. IT.," pp. 143·44. 
3 Ibld, p. 148. 
4 Ibid, pp. lao·51. 
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Kashmir was known to the ancient Persians as a country of 
good astrologers. Firdousi refers to this 

J ehangir's faith fact. 1 Jehanmr, in his present account of 
in astrology. 0-

Kashmir, describes an accident, that hap-
pened to his child Shuja, which shows his faith in astrology.2 
The child, while playing in one of the palace buildings on the 
'Dallake, fell out of a window from a height of 7 yards, but was 
fortunately saved by having fallen on a carpet below and on 
a carpet-spreader . who was sitting there. In connection with 
'this event Jehangir says: " A strange thing was that three or 
, four months before this event Jotik Ray, the astrologer, who is 
one of the most slcilled of the class in astrology, had represent
ed to me without any intermediary, that it was predicted 

.-from the Prince's horoscope that these three or four months 
were unpropitious to him, and it was possible he might fall down 
from some high place, but that the dust of calamity would 

'-not settle on the skirt of his life. As his prognostications had 
repeatedly proved correct, this dread dwelt in my mind, and 
on these dangerous roads and difficult mountain passes I was 
,never for a moment forgetful of that nursling of the parterre of 
Fortune. I continually kept him in ight, and took the greatest 
precautions with regard to him. When I arrived in Kashmir 

··this unavoidable catastrophe occurred. God be praised that 
it ended well."3 Further on, we find the following instance 
of J ehangir's faith in astrology: " Padsbah Banu Begam died. 

A strange thing is, that Jotik R.ay, the astrologer 
two months before this, had informed some of my servants 
that one of the chief sitters in the harem of chastity would 
hasten to the hidden abode of non-existence. He had 
discovered this from the horoscope of my destiny and it fell out 
.accordingly." 4 

'What Jehangir says of the enormous bulk of a plane tree 
J ehangir's ac- (chindr)5 in Kashmir is worth-noting. ~he 

-count of the chi- huge shady Ghindr trees are the beauty of 
nal'8 of K ashmir. Kashmir. I saw, both during my first visit 
-and the second one (3rd June 1915), a china?· at Sumbal, which, I 

1 )L ~ohl , Le Llvre des Rots, Vol. IV., p. 704; 'mall edition, Vol. IV p. 567. 

-CJ IJ ... ~.)o~jr J~t< -' ..J~.::'; .; CJI).Jf ~ -' ~l .... Li."::' ~)l.l..., 
...:. ... .)o~ ",'" -') ~~ j l~ .)om.1~ .. _ ...:. ... J~ l!) I .) j~ j -' ":""..r; ~j f j 

(M ccall'S Cnlcutta edition, Vol. III.,1230.) 
2 TlIzlIk by ROllers and Bevcridge, IT., p. 151. . 
~3 lbill, pp. ] 52-53. .J Tbi,], pp. 159-60. . 
5 The )togllJ E mperors a re said t o have further s pread the .planting of chinars In 

'Xashmir. '1'h" china rs were hcl' l in reverence in Perdia. Vide my paper on .. Thll 
VCIIPmtion pa il! to tile plane trec in Persia," In the Journal of the Anthropological Society 

.of Bombay, Vol. VI, ~o. 8 . Yitlc my _\uthrollological PapeE., Part I., Pl>. 200-207. .-
2 
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think, could easily give, to a family of 7 or more persons, sleeping 
accommodation on the ground within its hollow trunk which was 
eaten away and hollowed by age. I saw another big chinar tree 
(26 June 1915) at Bijbiara on the way to Islamabad. It bears 
a tablet, saying" 54 feet circumference at G (ground) Level." 
But the plane (chinar) tree which Jehangir describes, was 
larger than this. He says: "In the village of Rawalpur, 21 
kos from the city towards Hindustan, there is a plane-tree, 
burnt in the inside. Twenty-five years before this, when I 
myself was riding on a horse, with five other saddled horses and 
two eunuchs, we went inside it. 'Whenever I had chanced t() 
mention this, people were surprised. This time I 'again ordered 
some of the men to go inside, and what I had in my mind 
came to pass in the same manner. It has been noted in the 
Akbar-nama that my father took thirty-four people inside and 
made them stand close to each other." 1 Jehangir, later 
on, refers to a place known as Panj Bra-ra and to the large 
chinar trees there. He says: . " In the neighbourhood of Panj 
Brara there is a meadow (julga) exceedingly clean and pleasant, 
with seven lofty plane-trees in the middle of it, and a stream of 
the river Howing round it. The Kashmiris call it Satha BhUli. 
It is one of the great resorts of Kashmir."\? This Panj 
Brara is the modern Bijbihara, and I think, the big 
plane trees referred to by Jehangir are of the spot referred to by 
me above. It is still one of the picturesque spots of Kashmir. 

Jehangir had further beautified the place of SMlamar which 
was beautiful in itself. We read as fol-

':!'he 9"arden of lows in his Tuzuk in his account of the fort 
Shalamar. of Rari Parbat built by his father: "I 
frequently embarked in a boat, and was delight.ed to go round 
and look at the Howers of Phak and Shalamar. Phak is the 
name of a pargana situated on the other side of the lake (Dal). 
Shalamar is near the lake. It has a pleasant stream, which comes 
down from the hills, and flows into the Dal Lake. I bade my 
son Khurram dam it up and make a waterfall, which it would 
be a pleasure to behold. This place is one of the sights of Kash
mir."3 Sh8.1amar is still a sight of Kashmir. It was not in 
so good an order when I first visited it about 20 years ago. But 
now, the present Maharaja Saheb has improved the surroundings. 
by a beautiful garden. Once a week, all the fountains-and 
they are numerous-are made to play, and people from the city 
of Srinagar visit it during the afternoon. They generally go. 
by boats, but there is also a fine road passing through pleasant 
beautiful surroundings. 

1 Ibid, n, pp. 154·5. 2 Ibid, fP. 171-72. 3 Ibid , p. 151. 
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We see in the following passage, ~ehangir's desire that one 
Jehangir's fond- should have his own fruit-garden. While 

ness for garden!!. speaking of the sOOh-rilu, i.e., cherries of 
Kashmir, he says: "Every day I plucked with my own hand 
sufficient to give a flavour to my cups. Although they sent 
them by runners from Kabul as well, yet to pick them oneself 
from one's home garden gave additional sw€etness. The 
sOOh-aM of Kashmir is not inferior to that of Kabul; it is even 
better grown. The largest of them weighed one tank five 
~urkhs."l We learn, from what Jehangir says further on, that 
It was he who ordered the further cultivation of this fruit in 
Kashmir. He says: " I st.rictly ordered the officials of Kashniir 
to plant shah-aM (cherry) trees in all the gardens."2 _ 

Jehangir says: "The picture-gallery in the garden ha;d 
Jehangir's taste been ordered to be repaired; it was now 

for art., as display- adorned with pictures by master hands. 
ad in the Dal In the most honoured positions were the 
garden. palaces of likenesses of Humayiin and of my fathe!" 
KashmIr. • . d th t f b th Opposlte to my own, an a 0 my ro er 
Shah Abbas .... "3 

Kashmir has several beautiful places known as margs ()r 
Jehangir's account meadows, such as Sona-marg, Gul-marg, 
of the flower- Kailan-marg. I had the pleasure of seeing 
mar(J8 of Kashmir. the last two (7th to 13th July 1915). These 
soft grassy meadows are ' covered, especially in the spring, with 
various little flowers. They are situated on higher mountai~s 
at some distance from the capital city and people go there 
during the summer. Jebangir . thus speaks of one of theIl\: 
"I rode to see the summer quarters of Tiisi-marg.4 Arriv
ing in two marches at the foot of the Kotal. I reached the 
top of the pass. For a distance of 2 kos very elevated ground 
Was crossed with difficulty. From the top of the Kotal to the 
Ilaq (summer quarters) was another kos of high and low land. 
Although here and there flowers of various colours had bloomed, 
yet I did not see so many as they had represented to me, 
and as I had expected. I heard that in this neighbourho~d 
th.ere was a very beautiful valley, and. .. I went to see It. 
Undoubtedly, whatever praise they might use in speaking of 
that flowery land would be permissible. As far as the eye 
reached flowers of all colours were blooming. There were 
picked fifty kinds of flowers in my presence. Probably there 
were others that I did not see."6 Of the ilaq of Kuri-margll 

1 Ibid, p. Hill. 2 Ibid, p. 162. 3 Ibld, pp. 161-162. 
4 .. The place is the Tosh Ma.iclan of Lawrence, 16." Ibld, p. 163, n. 1. 
{; Ibld, pp. 162-163. 6 .. Gurais Valley of Lawrence, 16." Ibi d • p . 104, n. 2. 
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he wirtes: "How shall I write its praise 1 As far as the eye 
could reach flowers of various hue were blooming, and in the 
midst · of the flowers and verdure beautiful streams of water 
were floWing: one might say that it was a page that the painter 
of destiny had drawn with the pencil of creation. The buds 
of hearts break into flowers from beholding it. Undoubtedly 
there is no comparison between this and other Ilaqs and it may 
be said to be the place most worth seeing in Kashmh,."l 

In his tour towards the celebrated stream of Virnag, 
Machhi Bhavan Jehangir stayed at Machhi Bhavan, so called, 

and Achval (Achi- perhaps, because it contains, even now, a 
ba!. ) number of fish. I remember the noon of 
27th June 1915, when I paid a second visit to the temple and 
entertained its fish with the delicious Bhavan bread, sold there 
for the purpose. A play with the fish is enjoyable. I remember 
having a hasty standing breakfast there on a picturesque shady 
spot opposite the temple on the side of the stream running from 
behind the temple. Perhaps it is the very spot whichJehangir 
refers to in his Memoirs. He says: " There is a fountain that 
they called Machhi Bhawan. above which Ray Bihari Chand, one 
of the servants of my father, built an idol temple. The beauty 
of this spring is more than one can describe, and large trees of 
ancient years, planes, white and black poplars, have gr0wn up 
round it. I passed the night at this place."2 ' 

I may say here a word of warning to modern tourists, lest what 
they see at the above spot at the time of their visit may disap
point them and lead them to think that the Mogul Emperor's 

. description of the beauty was an exaggeration. The trees are 
grand, shady and beautiful. The springs are beautiful. The air 
is bracing. But-at times, the ground is not kept well-cleaned. 
When royal personages. and grandees go there the place also 
is kept scrupulously clean. So, no doubt, perhaps a modern 

. tourist, who sees at present some dirt and filth in the midst of 
beauty, may, at times, consider Jehangir's descri.ption a little 
exaggerating. 

From Machhi Bhawan, Jehangir went to the spring of Achibal. 
of which he speaks as Achval. Jehangir says: "The water' 
of this spring is more plentiful than that of the other (Machhi 
Bhawan), and it has a fine waterfall. Around it lofty plane
trees and graceful white poplars, bringing their heads together, 

: have made enchanting pla~es to sit in. As far as one could see, 
5n a beautiful garden Jdja!'.i flowers had bloomed, so that one 
might say it was a pie~e of Paradise."3 

1 Ibid; p. 164. 2 Ibid, p. 172. 3 Ibid. p. 113. 
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From AchibaJ, Jehangir went to Virnag. He says :1" I pitched 
'.Th,e Spring of camp near the fountain of Virnag. . . . 

Vlrnag. The feast of cups was prepared at the spring. 
I gave my private attendants permission to sit down. 
Filling brimming cups, I gave them Kabul peaches as a relish 
and in the evening they returned drunk to their abodes. This 
spring is the source of the river Bihat and is situated at the foot 
of a hill, the soil of which, from the abundance of trees and 
the extent of green and grass, is not seen. When I was a prince, 
I had given an order that they should erect a building at this 
spring suitable to the place. It was now 2 completed. .. There 
was a reservoir of an octagonal shape, forty.two yards in 
area and fourteen gaz in depth. Its wat.er, 'from the reflection of 
the grass and plants on the hill, had assumed a hue of verdure. 
Many fish swam in it ; round it, halls with domes had been erect
ed, and there was a garden in front of them. From the edge of 
the pond to the gate of the garden there was a canal 4 gaz in 
width and 180 gaz in length and 2 gaz in depth. Round the 
reservoir was a stone walk (Khiyabdn.i-sung). The water of 
the reservoir was so clear that, notwithstanding its 4 gaz 
of depth, if a pea had faUen into it, it could have been seen;' , 

" Of the trimness of the canal 'and the verdure of the grass that 
grew below the fountain, what can one write 1 Various sorts of 
plants and sweet-smelling herbs grew there in profusion, all(~, 
among them was seen a stem, which had exactly the a.ppearance 
of the variegated tail of a peacock. It waved about in the ripple 
and bore flowers here and there. In short, in the whole of Kash
m'ir there is no sight of 'Such beauty and enchanting character. 
It app'ears to me that what is up stream in Kashmir (i.e., in the 
upper part of Kashmir) bears no comparison wit~ (i.e., is !ar 
superior to) what is aown stream. bne should stay some 
days in these. regions and go round them so as to enjoy 
oneself thoroughly. . .. I gave an order that plane-trees 
should be planted on both sides, on the banks of, the canal 
above-mentioned. " 

I have quoted at some length this rather long description of 
Virnftg from Jehangir's Memoirs,' because, it is this visit of the 
15th year of his reign, that the Inscription, which forms a part 
of the subject of my Paper, commemorates. Again, it is in the 
above passage, that Jehangir rders to his orders for the 
erection of the buildings, &c., where the inscriptions stand; 
"When I was a prince, I had given an order that they should 
erect a building at this spring suitable to the place. n 

1 Ibld, pp. 173·74 . 
.. 2 ' In the 15th year of his reign, Hijri 1029, i.e., A.D. 1620. 
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was now completed."l We read all this in his account of 
the 15th year of his reign and the Inscription very properly 
bears that date. It says as we will see later on: " K.ing 
Jehangir .... did the honor of coming to this fountain-head of 
abundant mirror·like water in the 15th year of his accession 
to the throne." Again, as he says, that the building was then 
finished, it appears that he must have ordered the Inscription. 
tablet to be placed there during the very time he was there. 

As to the origin of the name of Virnag, we saw above what 
The origin of the Jehangir's information was. Some derive 

name Virnll,g. it from vir, willow; so Virnag means willow. 
fountain. On the subject of its origin and the legend about 
the origin, I will quote here from a written Hindu account 
shown to us here by the Pandit who acted as our guide: 

" The spring is called Virnag, because, according to a legend. 
the goddess Vitashta (Jhelum) wanted to ta.ke her rise from this 
place, but it happened that, when she came, Shiva was staying 
here. '1;'hereupon she had to go back. Then, she took her rise 
from Vithavatru (Vithashta), a spring, about a mile to the North· 
west of this place. 'Verah' means' to go back ' and' nig' means 
, spring.' And as Vitashta had to go back from the place, it came 
to be called" Verah-nag or Virnag." They say that at Virnag they 
worship the Panchayet of the Gods, i.e., the five (panch) gods
viz., Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwar, Bhagwan and Ganesh." 

There are two groups of springs here at the distance of about 
one mile from Virnag. One is that of the Shapta-rishi from the 
seven (sapta) Rishis or saints, viz., Vasishtha, Augashta, Gaotama, 
Atri, Bardwan, Augra and ·Marich. This group is made of three 
springs. The other group is that of Vitashta and Ganga.J amna. 
Two tanks ~e pointed out to us be8tring these names. The 
water from the Vitashta tank (kund) flows to that of the Ganga
Jamna, and thence the joint water of both the tanks, flowing out. 
joins that of the Sapta-rishi group. All the waters, so joined. 
form the Vitashta river. The springs of Achibal, and Virnag 
a.nd the above joint spring are said to form the springs of the 
Jhelum, but the joint group a.t Virnag is believed to be the true 
main spring. As a proof, it is alleged, that the water of this 
group remains pure even in the rains,while those of the other 
two-Achibal and Virna.g-get a little spoiled and assume colour. 
because they are believed to be some underground streams 
coming from a distance. 

lt is said, that about eight miles from here, there is a spring 
called Pavan Sandhya. The water of this spring has a flow 
and ebb twenty times during an hour. There is aRother, 

1 Tuzuk-I Jabungiri by Ro gers·Dc\CrJdgc, H., :po 142, n. 1. 
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.about five miles distant, known as Pa,ndar Sandhya, where, in 
the months of Vaisha.kh and Jaith, water alternately rushes 
forth once every hour and then stops altogether for t!!~ next hOUT. 

From Virllllg, Jehangir went to Lake Bhawan, a spring 
po.mptlr on a pleasant spot, and thence to Andha 

. Nag which contained blind (andha) fish, 
'and thence by the road of the springs of Machhi Bhawan 
,and Inch back to Srinagar. After a stay at the city, he went on 
an autumn tour in the direction of ",afapiir and the valley of 
Lar. On the 27th of the Divine (Ilahi) month of Meher, the 
royal standards were raised to return to Hindustan. In this 
return journey as the saffron had blossomed, Jehangir visited 
the saffron fields at Pampiir. " In the whole country of 
Kashmir there is saffron only in this place ... The feast of cups 
'Was held in a saffron field. Groves on groves, and plains on 
\plains were in bloom. The breeze in that place scented one's 
ibrain."l The cultivators of the saffron took their wages in 
,half the weight of the saffron in salt, which was not produced 
iin Kashmir but was brought from India.2 

In his account of Pampur, J ehangir speaks of the kalgi; 
,i.e., the plumes or feathers, as one of the excellencies of 
Kashmir. He also refers to an order to build houses, or what 
,are now called Travellers' Bungalows, at each stage in Kashmir 
to accommodate his royal party. He then refers to a waterfall 
jn the neighbourhood of Hirapur. He says: "What can be 
written in its praise 1 The water pours down in three or four 
:gradations. I had never seen such a beautiful waterfall. 
Without hesitation, it is a sight to be seen, very strange and 
wonderful. I passed the time there in enjoyment till the third 
watch of the day and filled my eye and heart with the sight."3 

Jehangir paid a second visit to Kashmir during the 22nd year 
Jehangir's second of his reign. It seems that he had formed 

visit of Kashmir as the intention of going there in the 18th year 
!Emperor in 1624. commenciBg with lOth March 1623. He 
:says in his Tuzuk in the account of this year: "As I was at ease 

1 Ibld, p. 177. 
2 Vide Journal Bengal Asiatic Society, Vol. XXXIII, pp. 279, et seq. Therein, R ev. 

Loewentban gives an article entitled:" Some PCl'\!lan Inscriptions found In Srinagar 
Kasbmir." In that article an inscription on tbe J ami )Iasjid contains a finnan, of Shah 
JalJan, which contalus the 'following order: •• .At t hc time of collecting th!l saffron, men 
used to be impressed for this work WIthout any wages except a httle salt, and 
hence the people are Buffering much distress. We ordered that no man should by any 
means be molested as to lZat hering the saffron ; and as to saffron gro\\n on crown·lands, 
tbe labourers must be satisfied and receive proper wages ; and whatever grows on lands, 
granted in jauir, let the whole salfron in kind be delivered to the Jauirdar that be may 
gatllee it as he pleases." 

3 Ibld, p 179. 
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with regard to the affair of Bidaulat1 and the heat of Hindu
stan did not agree with my constitution. on the second of the· 
~onth, corresponding with the 1st of Safar (1 Safar 1033 H _. 
't.e., 14th November 1623), my camp started from Ajmer for a 
tour and to hunt in the pleasant regions of Kashmir."2 

We have no account of this visit of Kashmir in .Tehangir's 
Tuzuk or Memoirs which are translated and edited by Rogers
and Beveridge. They extend only up to a part of the 19th year.' 
of his reign. Elliot's quotations from other sources also are not 
sufficient. So we have to resort to the original Persian of the
Iq bal-na,meh for reference to this and the subsequent visits. 

He arrived at Kashmir on the 19th of KhordM of the 19th 
year of his reign, when Istakad Khan presented to His Majesty 
some delicacies of Kashmir.3 On the 1st of the month Shahrivar" 
Jehangir was at Virnag. In this account of the visit he speaks 
of this stream as 'the source of the river Bihat (Jhelum) " and 
as "soul-ravishing place of delight and a house of pleasure of 

Kashmir. " (J~.':"S' ':! I •• ,.... ..::.., jj ~ I jiU 10::- ':? II \g .J~ .... ) 4 

The author says that he does not give a description of this 
place as it has been already given before. From Virnag he: 
started on the 5th of Shahrivar for Lahore. 

In the beginning of the 20th year of his reign which fell on· 
Jehangir's third 10th March 1624, he paid another visit to 

visit of Kashmir Kashmir, of which he speaks as the gar-
1625. den of roses and the · (seat of) perpetual 

spring (j~.':"S' ) le "':;'~.1 ) Ijif). 6 He says, that, as the Pass 
(Ji.=>.S') of Pir Panjal was covered with snow, having hunted 
at Bhimbar, he entered Kashmir by way of the lower hills of 
Punch (~j -'~ f J~ JS') or Punj. He describes at some length 
the beautiful flowers he saw there, and, in this description, gives a 
proof ol his knowledge, taste and fondness of flowers. In the 
account of the different flowers, he says of one species, that it 
grows so large, that it cannot be contained in both the hands 
joined together. (c)~~ ..:.. ... ~.J ~)~ ,S ~r~ ~Jl.s" 4j J.~ "+n.;'J.fF 
Of the oranges of this mountainous place (Punch), he says, that 
they remain on the trees for two or three years and a tree gives 

1 From the time Shah.Jahan rebelled against his father Jehangir, the latter spok~ 
of him as the Bi·daulat, i.e., the unfortunate. 

2 Tuzuk-i-Jehangiri by Roger-Beverld~, n., p. 282_ Vide the Ikbal-nameh. 
. Bengal Asiatic Society's Text of 1865, p. 21. 

3 Iqbal-nameh, p. 224, ll. 20 et seq. Bengal Asiatic Society's edition of 1865. 
4 Ibid, p . 229, 1. 8. 
6 Iqbal-nameh, p. 240, 1. 19. 
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1,000 oranges . . From Baramula, the royal party got into boats 
and went ~o the paradise~1ike (~Jr"'::"':'e) Kashmir. We find 
the followmg couplet in praise of the beautiful place:-

.!Jilt~ ..::..-) l .. ~ J ujl~ ,.~ l:Jl I ;,11 

. . 'Ji l.<! j J ~ c*'" j . ·.::S )"j ,..) Jl",., er.! j 
~.e., t'wh~t is this ne~ !outh and beauty for this world, resulting 
from thIS new condItIon accrued to t,he land and time? " 
:r'he beautiful lines cannot he well rendered into English. What 
IS meant is this: The sight of the beautiful place gives, as it 
were, youth and beauty to the beholders. Both Space and 
Time, get, as it were, refreshed. ' 

Kashmir is known for its saffron, and they said, that the eating 

E . t of it produced laughter. So, to verify this 
xperunen s on b l' f J h' f f h . saffron and birds . e le, e anglr sent or, rom t e prIson, a 

criminal who was condemned to death foI' 
theft (u"i!.S' ~j~) and gave him to eat one-fourth of a sir 
equal to 40 miskdls. It produced no laughter. Next day, 
double the quantity was given, but that also had no effect. The 
king thus proved that the common belief was wrong. 

During this visit, Jehangir tried to verify what he had heard 
of a bird known on the mountain of Pir Panjal as lloma 
Cl.: or (S l.., ). The people of Kashmir said, that it lived only on 
bones, and is always seen in the air and very little on the ground. 
The king offered a prize of Rs. 500 to any hunter who would shoot 
a bird of that kind and bring it to the royal court. One Jamal 
Khan brought it alive, having shot it merely on one of its legs. 
The king ordered its crop. i.e., the food-receptacle to be brought 
out, so that it may be discovered what food it ate. The crop 
was opened and bone particles were found in it. The moun
taineers explained to the king, that it always flew in the air, 
looking to the ground. Wherever it saw a bone, it came down and 
lifting it up in its beak, went high up into the air again. From 
there, it threw, the bone on strong ground. The bone, falling on 

/ a stone, broke into small pieces which it then picked up and ate. 
It is generally believed that this bird lloma is the well-known 
bird Homai (pelican or royal eagle), which is believed to 
be very auspicions. It is lucky for a man, if the llomai flie l5 
over his head. 1'4e following couplet is quoted on the subject: 

~) ~ ...;~j (!)~r (!)Ii J.IO ""lJ~ (S l.., 

~) ~ I~j ))"j 1.::- J .)))",,;., (!) r,:bJ.... i ,..) . 
i.e., "llomai holds dignity over all birds, because it eats bones and 
hurts no animals." In strength and form, this bird is like an 
eagle ( ~ IR&). The above referred to bird weighed 1037! miskfJl8. 

1 A -miskalls 1~ drnhm. 
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. Jehangir paid another visit to Kashmir in the 22nd year of his 
J ehangir's fourth reign. He started for it at the end of the 21st 

.and la~. visit to year on the 21st of the Asfandarmaz. His 
KashIIllrm 1626. IqbaI-nameh says that this visit was com-
pulsory, not voluntary (t.S )!-!:i'="l ~ ...::.. .. ~)1-h..,,). Want of 
.good health necessitated a c-hange to Kashmir, the paradise
like land of roses, the land of perpetual spring ( ,.~::'''' ) '...;H' 
,.~Ai U-.J ~..;i y..::.s ;le), the envy of paradise ( ...::..::'e ..>.':') ) 1 • 

. Abd-ul-Rahim Kbaja was given a sum of Rs. 30,000 for prepara
tion. A female elephant with a litter was prepared for the 
king. His health continued to be bad during this visit. He 

·continued to lose strength and grow weaker. He could not ride 
..and went out for airing in a palkhi (~Jl~). He lost all appetite 
.and even gave up taking opium (~J.)~;r), which he was in 
-the habit of taking for the last 40 years. He liked nothing 
·but a few glasses of grape wine (t.S )pt ..... 1...,..:. ,J l-!:~ ~). 
He then resolved to return to Lahore ... On the way at the fort 

·of Bairam (,. J~n, a hunt was arranged. Deer were driveIl 
to a place where he sat and he shot from his seat. During the 
·course of this hunt, one of the footmen slipped, fell down a hill 
.and died. This event and the grid of the mother of the deceased 
affected him, and he did not recover from the shock. From the 
-fort Bairam, they went to Tahna and from Tahna to Rajour 
. ( ) ~ I.) ). He died on the way further. He asked for a drink which 
was brought but which he could not swallow. He died on the 
,next day. His body was taken to Lahore and buried there. 

From the Iqbal-nameh-i Jehangiri or Wakiat-i Jehangiri of 
Some further Mu'tamad Khan, we learn that Jehangir had 

'particulars from in all six visits of Kashmir. They were in 
Mu'tamad Khan's the 14th, 16th, 18th, 19th, 20th and the 21st 
IqblU .. nameh-i years of his reign. 2 We find from this book, 

.Jehangm. that, in one beautiful place, he ordered an 
inscription to be put up to commemorate his vh,it of the place. 
We read the folJowin~ :-
(j ,)..i~I"; ~ u-!.i .... ~-,J J~ ).J'&';' .. Jr.::.J )r./; e=}j ,.; 0).;' rr... 

o).jl~ )!s',) '= )!s' j .J) ".p-.),) ...::..J)'l J:.~ 1.:# I 

1..e.., Order was issued that the date of the stay of the victorious 
.army may be inscribed on a stone tablet, so that the note of the 
.auspicious event may remain commemorated on the page of time. 
--~~--------~--------------------------------'----I Ibld, p. 290. 

2 The Jqbal nnmeh-I .Jehnngiri of ~[n'tIlJl)ad Khan. published by the Asiatic 
:Soc\et y of Bengru (l86S), edited by lInwJawh AM Al Hnli and _\hmad All under the 
-superintendence of Major W. N. Lees, 1111. 127, I SG 213, 2:W, 290. 
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In the account of the fourth visit the following matetrs are 
moted as novelties or peculiarities :-

1. A flower, not seen up to now, having three beautiful 
·~olours. It was unmatched in colours and beauty uf...j r~:..).)) 
(.J~.12j u~ ~...,; J.EU;. The flower grew so large that .it coul.d 
not be contained in two hands. The people of KashmIr call It 
:makarb'us16 ( J..J~ .JM) . 

2. There were some orange trees, giving 1,000 oranges (tj)j) 
·each. 

3. During the return journey, a lion was presented to. his 
Majesty which lived with a goat in the same cage. The arnmal 
was so much domesticated in the company jJ the goat, that 
when the latter was removed, it roared and cried. The king 

·ordered another goat of the same size and colour to be put in 
the cage. The lion then at first smelt the goat, and, not finding 

..it to be its own companion. killed it. When the same goat was 

.restored to him in the cage, the lion embraced and kissed him. 
I ha've given Jehangir's account of his visit to Kashmir o~ the 
The Memoirs of authority of his Memoirs, known (a) as the 

..Jehangir transla- Tuzuk-i J3hangiri and (b) as lqbal-nameh. 
-ted. by. Major But, there is another Persian text. st.yled 
DaVId PrIce. Tarikh-i Salim-Shahi by Major David Price, 
who translated it in 1829. 'There was some controversy 

-on this work, as to whether it was genuine or spurious, a 
.controversy in which the well-known orientalist Sylvester de 
-Sacyof Paris. also took I>omc part. 1 Without entering much into 
the controversy, I, having been to the country twice, and having 

· ~een the force of the torrent of its river Jhelum, beg to doubt its 
.genuineness, at least the genuineness, of some of its statements. 
No doubt, there is a good deal of exaggeration. For example, 
the Memoir, which Major Price translated, speaks in very great 

· exaggeration of the loss of life caused by the force of the torrent 
of t4e river and of the rigour of the climate. Suhrab Khan, the 

· s?n of Mirza Rustam Khan, was drowned while bathing in the 
fl.v~r, when Jehangir was on his way to Srinagar during his first 
~ISI~ after his accession to the throne. The Emperor's account 

· l~ his Tuzuk is simple. and says nothing of any enormous loss of 
hves of persons sent to recover the dead body. But look to the 
:following exaggerated account as given by the writer of Price's 
work: "Without enlarging further on a subject to me so 

· painful. I sent nearly a t.housand of the best swimmers into the 
ri!"er i~ the hope ?f ~ecovering the lifeless body of the young 

_ Mirza, III order to gIve It the last mournful proofs of my affection: 

1 EUlot II., pp. :!:i2·:!:i7. 
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but all search proved it;l vain. What became of his poor 
remains was never discovered. But this is not all that I have to 
record of this fatal river. Impatient of restraint, the unreHecting 
multitude plunged in heedless throngs into the stream, and 
perished to the number of fifty thousand persons, not having the, 
common sense to wait until the waters should have subsided. 
The cold on the banks of the river was, moreover, so severe, that. 
it was reported to me the next morning that nearly ten thousand .. 
elephants, camels and horses, had perished during ' the night,' 
belonging to the imperial stables alone, independently of what 
belonged to the army in general. Blessed be God, for the greatest' 
heat of the dry season, for never in the very hottest temperature,. 
was there an insJ:ance-'of such extensive destruction at one time_ 
. "The oldest and mQst experienced man present united in dcclar- 

ing, that in all that they had seen at different times and in every 
variety of season, it did not occur to them ever to have witnessed. 
such severity ot cold as that which this year had proved so des
tructive on hill and plain, to so many anima.ls of every description- . 

" At the foot of the mountains of Kashmir the snow fell without 
intermission for seven days and seven nights, and fuel ' of any 
description was not to be procured. The army was accompanied . 
by fakirs or religious mendicants, in extraordinary numbers, and~ 
as they must have perished if not preserved by some immediate 
intervention, I ordered a lakh of camels belonging to the imperial_ 
equipment to be employed forthwith in conveying such fuel a!; 
could be procured at a distance, to camp; and these fakirs to be · 
supplied from the very fir t convoy, otherwise their destruction_ 
would have been inevitable."l The writer seems to have had 
no sense of proportion in the matter of rus figures . . Elliot gives 
several instances~ of exaggeration and the above is one more ins-
tance. Again, from Bernier's account of his visit of Kashmir with. 
Aurangzebe, we . find, that, looking to the difficulties of t·he 
route and to the small capacity of the valley to supply provisions 
for a large number, tlJ.e Mogul Emperors took special care to 
take as small a number of army and followers as possible.3 ; 

We learn from Jehangir's Memoirs, that he wa!) fond or 
Jehangir's fond- commemorating his visits . ·to certain 

nes:> of commomo- . enchanting beautiful places in Kashmir b.y 
ratln~ ?vents by inscriptions. We notice two instances of tillS . 
~nscrlPtlOns. . kind. The first occurred during the return 
Journey ~ia Pir Panjal (1029 H., A.D. 1620, the 15tp year of ' 

1 lIIemoir~ or the EmjX'ror .Tehangir, by Major David Price (1829), pp. 139-40. . 
2 Elllot, VI:z. pp. 257-260. 

.. 3 Bernier's '.i'ravels in the l\lognl Empire. Archlbald Constable's Translation, secondJ 
edition, re~iscd by Vincent Smith (1914), p. sn. 
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"his reign). J ehangir went to see a beautiful waterfall and 
'8. spring at 'Bahramgalla, which he calls 'a ight to be 
seen" and there " ordered that they should engrave on 
-a stone tablet t,be date of the crossing, and place i t 
<>n the top of the terrace." l We find the second instance, 
'as referred to above, in his Iqbal-nameh,2 in its account 
-of his third vIsit to Kasbmir in 1625. After having enetred into 
t he limits of Ka ·hmir by the Punch (Punj) route, he came to a 
place, where there was a very large waterfall, 50 cubits in 
;height and 4 in breadth. He sat for an hour before it, drank 
wine, ~nd, in the end., ordered that the date of his aITivaI 
t here may be inscribed on a tablet. 'Thus, in these instances, 
,we see the fondness of J ehangir to commemorate his visits 
t o picturesque and beautiful places in Kashmir like that 
..at Virnag. 

VII. 

Shah J ehan is said. to have visited Kashmir several times. We 
hall J ehan and find a d vtailed account of his first visit. during 

l(ashmir, tbe 7th year of his reign (1043 Hijri A . lJ . 

1633), in t.he Badshah Nameh by Abdul Hamid Lahoari. 3 

Elliot, in his extracts from the Bad, bah Nameh4 01' Shah J ehan 
Nameh of t his autlJOr, only refers to this visit, but does not give 

.a ny account of it. We read in the original, an account of the four 
{'oads leadi~g to Kashn?r. Shah Je~an went by the Pir Panjal 
Route (Jl~;U~~ ~ I)~, III the Khurdad month. The country is 

.spoken of as nazhat-gah (~~..::.., j j)-i-Kashmir, i .e., the place of 
plea~ure of Kashmir. It is aloo spoken of as Kashmir-i-delpazir, 
\J~ ~ ~) i .e., heart-ravishing Kashmir. We read the fo]]owing 

'a bout the beauty of Kashmir :-

-' ':-' 'f ..::,.j l.l:.J -' - lil.~ -' ..::.., jJ '-:"-~~ .l~b If j ~ ~ h.:... l:J~ , 
.-' - ) 1.:;', -' /'),,}; ~.l).t -' -) 1~ r -' l:J~.:..1~) ),,; -' -' - , ,}, 

-' - J )) t+~i_j l5 1, )-.:':'~- . v:.>J ~ l5 1rJU~ ~ -.J. ).:... l5 'ti l~ 
-l':'-'J ~ .::.. t; J.L.~ ~ -, Y t~ l5 " ) ,.:;.~ f -,- J tJ. ... .l} Jl l5 le ~ l j 

(5) ..::....." , l~j.!l ~) ".~ l:J~ .lie 

. l'mnslalion.-This paradise-like country is, on ac~ount of its 
p leasantness and cl eanliness, and sweetne ', of its water al1d air, 
-and the excess of its ' herbs and trees, and abundance of fruit and 

1 'fuzuk·i J ehau)!iri by Rogers-Be\,eridge, Vol. n. p. 179. 
2 I qbal-naroeh, Calcutta edition of tbe Benga l Asiatic. 'ocicty, p. 242, 1, 16. 
;J J3ibiiotheca llldica >cries. BadsIJah Namah by Abd AI-Humid Lnll(\\\7i, e(litcd by 

the Mawlawls Kabir Ai·Diu Ahroad aud Abd AI-ltahJru, \'01. I (1 67) 211IJ 1~lrI, 
If. 15. 

4 Elliot \'11, p. 3. :; Bild~hah Xllm3h, \'01. l., Text. 11. 21,1. 13. 
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fruits ' produce, and pleasant gardens, and beautiful islands .. 
fountains of wholesome water like that of t he fountain of 
Paradise and lakes like the river of Paradise, and joy-increasing 
water-courses and enchanting mountain resorts, the best of the 
beautiful places of the world. 

We find from the Badshah Nameh, that Kashmir was then,. 
as now, the place whence there was a route to Tibet. Shah. 
Jeban sent from there, Zafar Khan, the Subahdar of Kashmir,. 
for the conquest of Tibet. 1 

Shah J ehan visited Kashmir for the second time in the 25th 
year of his reign (A. D. 1650-51). He stayed at the fort of Hari 
Parbat , built at the direction of his grandfather Akbar. He visited. 
t he "Mosque built by MuIIa, SUh Badakhshani at a cost of 
Rs.4O,000. "Towards the close of the spring, on account of the
heavy rain and tremendous floods, all the verdant islands in the 
middle of the Dal, as well as the gardens along its borders, and 
those in the suburbs of the city, were shorn of their grace and 
loveliness. The waters of the Dal rose to such a height, that 
they even poured into the garden below the balcony of publiC' 
audience, which became one sheet of water from the rush 
of t he foaming tide, and most of its trees were swamped. 
Just about this time, too, a violent hurricane of wind arose. 
which tore up many trees, principally poplars and planes, 
by t he roots, in all the gardens, and hurled down from on high 
all t he blooming foliage of Kashmir. A longer sojourn in 
that region was consequently distasteful to the gracious mind ; 
so notwithstanding that the sky was lowering, he quitted 
Kashmir. " 2 

Though the inscriptions at Virnag have nothing to do with Shah 
Sh ilh J ehan's J ehan, some ruins at Virnag are associated 

visit 01 Virnilg. by the people there with the name of this. 
monarch. Near the garden opposite to the 

spring tank, on the left of the adjoining tonga road leading to 
t he spring, there are several ruins, which were shown to me, as 
t hose of the hot water and cold water baths of Shah Jehan. 
A ruin is shown as that of the place where hot water was boiled. 
We still see ruins of two pipes there. It seems, that a part of the 
water of the canal was carried from under the road to the baths. 
J am not in a position to say, how far what the people said 
t here was true, that the ruined baths were built by Shah Jehan . 
But, it is certain that Shah JeUn also had paid visits to 
Kashmir. 

1 Ibld, p. 281. Vide a100 Elliot VII. p. 98. 
2 Inaynt Khan's Shah J ahan·Nama. Elllot VU;. pp. 07·8. 
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On proceeding from this site to the village, we pass over the
ruins of some old water works. A very large stone, about 10 ft. in 
length, forms, as it were, a bridge over a st.reamlet. This is· 
pointed out to us as t.hat of the t.ime of the Panda vas. Anything. 
unusual in size is often pointed out to us in many places in 
India as connected with, or belonging to, the time of the· 
Panda vas. Here is an instance of this kind. 

Sht\..h Jehan's rule in Kashmir is commemorated by an In-
Shah.Jehiin's scription, bearing bis name and giving hiS. 

Inscriptions on Farman on the Jami Masjid of Kashmir. 1 

Kashmir. The Farman was given by Emperor Shah 
Jehan on 7th of I sfandarmuz (February) and inscribed in 
Adar. The year is not given but it seems that it was 
during his second visit of 1061 Hijri, A.D. 1650-51 that 
the King's Farman was inscribed on the Juma Masjid. We 
read: "On the 4th Rajab, His Majesty paid a visit to the 
Mosque which had been erected in the most exquisite style 
of art, for the asylum. of learning, Mulla Shah Badakhshani."2 
The year 1061 Hijri began on 25th December 1650. So, the · 
Rajab, the 7th month of that year, fell in June of 1651. It 
seems, therefore, that he may have issued the order before 
coming to Kashmir in the preceding February (Asfandarmuz), . 
and the order was inscribed in March. On his arrival in 
Kashmir, perhaps, he went to see how his Farman was inscribed. 

The Farman did justice to the following grieva.nces of the 
Kashmiris: (1) There should be no forced labour for the pur
pose of collecting saffron. (2) A tax for wood used by the 
people was charged by the Subadars, .which charge was increased 
by the government of Itiqad Khan. That charge of tax was 
abolished. (3) An impost on the growth of rice in villages 
"whose rental was more than 400 Kharvar of rice," was 
abolished. (4) The poll-tax of 7fi dams on each boatman was 
reduced to the previous tax of 60 dams. (5) The Subadars 
kept their own men in private fruit gardens to watch over the 
best fruits, to have them. The result wa~, that the owne~, 
to avoid this, did not grow good fruits. So, this restriction from 
the Subadars was removed.s . 

Another inscription on the same Jami Masjid refers to the 
belief, that if a man did some good work, not only he, but his. 
father and forefathers got the advant.age or benefit of t.he· 

1 Rev. I,oewenthal's article, entitlecl "Some Persian Inscriptions found in Srlnagar 
Kashmir." JouT/lal, Bengnl Asiatic SOCiety, Vol. XXXTJI, No. 3, pp. 287-88._ 

2 Shah Jahan Nam!l, E1l1ot, VII., p. 97. 
3 Joltrnal, Bengal Asllltlc Society, XXXIII, No. 3, pp. 289·90. 
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-righteous act in the other world. We read ' at the end of this 
.inscription, which is dated 1056 Hijri. "Oh God, pardon its 
.builder and his father,-Oh Pardoner."l 

VIII. 

Fran~ois Bcrnier (1620-1688), a French medical man, who, 

b d 
after travelling in several parts' of t he East, 

AuranO'ze an . . d h t Ki Ab' 16 9 Kashmir'" ] Ollle t e court 0 ng urangze III 5, 
. . describes at some length, in an interesting 
way, Aurangzeb's visit to Kashmir in 1665. He had accompanied 
.the Emperor in this visit . The great Mogul was carried by 
,people in his Takht-i-ravan, i.e., a moving throne, guarded by 
gourz-bardars, i.e., mace-bearers. The King marched with a 
.retinue. He had a number of the choicest elephants for his 
-baggage and also a few mules. Besides these, there were 6,000 
.. porters or coolies to' carry the baggage. In all, for the whole 
-royal party there were 30,000 porters. They were collected by 
t he Rajahs of the adjoining countries . 'lhe royal party was 

.. accompanied by a large number .of traders who opened their 
shops wherever the camps were pitched. Bernier was enamoured 

. .of the beauty of the country. The praise of Kashmir has been 

. sung by many a traveller and many a poet. As said by Bernier, 
during Aurangzeb 's visit of Kashmir, there was" an emulous 
contest between the Kashmiri and the Mogul poets" 

. for " poems in praise of the favoured land. " 2 I have 
' referred above to Bernier 's own view about the beauty of 
. Kashmir. 

I will here say a few words on the Banihal Pass, by which 
The Banihal the Mogul Emperors, in some of their vi;;its 

P ass near Virnag. crossed the PiI' Panjal range of the moun
tains surrounding Kashmir. If one wants to enter into Kashmir 

.from Jamoo he has to cross this high Pass. It is referred to by 
-A,bul Fazl in his Ain-i-Akbari. It is in the vicinity of Virnag. 
It was on 30th June ] 915, that r had the pleasure of going to 
the top of this Banihal Pat's which serves as the route over the 
Pir Panjal mountains. I had att~mpted this ascent during my 

'fust visifof Kashmir in May 1895 on foot" but had failed. We 
J~ad · to return all ·exhausted after climbing one-third the height. 

1 nid, p. 286. 

2 Con table's Oriental ' 1JiscelIany of Originnl 3nfl ,elected Publicatiolls, Vol. J, 
Btrnicrs's Travels (1656·1668) (18:>1), 1' . 401. l:iccond edition ro ,·i~ ou. by 
Vincent A. Smith, 1:>14. . 
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This time we went on horseback. We started at about 6-45 a.m., 
and reached the top at about 10-20. The path is at places so na·r
row, that to give way to some of the Mahara.ja's troops coming 
from Jamoo, we had to wait at one place for about half an hour. 
The Pass is named Banihal, from a stream of that name running
at some distance from here. Jamoo is said to be 8 stages from 
here. This Pass is always windy. Tradition says, that the
mountain is named Pir Panja'! from the fact of a Pir, i.e., a saint, 
living here in former times. This 'Pir was much harassed by a 
person living here; and so, to punish him, he cursed him and 
prayed for cold wind. The man was overtaken by the wind ana 
was killed. The wind has continued to blow here since that t.ime. 
On my visit, I was showed a very large slab of stone here. 
It was about 8 feet long, 4 feet broad, and 3 to 4 feet thick. 
The Pir said his prayers on this stone. Four small hollows on 
the surface are pointed out to us as the place where he rested 
his knees and placed his hands during the prayer-ritual. The 
Pir had miraculously changed the direction of this big stone t o 
enable him to turn to the Kebleh towards the maghreb (west). 
Before his advent here, and before the abovementioned event 
of his curse to punish his tormentor, the Pass was free-

om stormy winds.! 

Let us not.e what Bernier, who travelled in Kashmir in the
company of Aurangzeb, says of the Pir and his miraculous 
pow 3rs of producing the winds : "The third extraordinary ap
pearance was an aged hermit, who had resided on the top of this 
mountain ever since the time of Jehan-Guyre. Of his religion 
everybody was ignorant; but it was said that he wrought 
miracles, caused strange thunders, and raised storms of wind, 
hail, snow and rain. His white and uncombed beard was 
extremely long and bushy ... . The old man was also very angry 
with those who made a noise. . . He informed me that noise
made there stirred up the most furious tempests imaginable . 
. . . . Jehan-Guyre having upon one occasion derided his. 
counsel, and, notwithstanding his earnest remonstrance, having 

1 There is in Kashmir another big stone which is traditionally connected with 
another Pir. It is near the Tulwan marg on Gulmarg. It is connected with the story of 
one Buba Rishi who hacl driven away a demon from Kashmir. The demon, in revenge 
threw against Bab:!. Rlshi a big stone from the side of a distant mountain. He missec~ 
his nim, and Baba Rishi, in thanksgiving got up over the stone and said hi3 afternoon. 
nimaz or prayer over it. His foot made a mark over the stone. But, lest people may 
make the stone a Ziarat·gah or a place of pilgrimage, he overturned the stone so that 
people may not see his foot·mark. The Tulwan rnarg and the stone were visited by me 
on the lOth and 11th of July 1915. I found the stone to be about 18 to 20 ft. long, 8 
to 10 ft. brond, nnd 7 to 8 ft. high. We see the Zlarnt·gnh ot this Buba Rlshi on OUI" 

way to Bnramulla uown the Oulmnrg. 

3 
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·ordered the cymbals to be beaten and the trumpet s to be 
.sounded, narrowly escaped destruction."l 

It seem!l, that the Pir's apprehensions about any noise what
'ever being made there may be wrong, but, it is quite possible, 
that loud noises like those of drums, &c., may very likely produce 
·3 change in the equilibrium of the weather-conditions there. 
The following note on the subject in Bernier 's translation shows, 
t hat large noises are likely to produce such changes in mountain 
.recesses. It says: " At the present day the bands of pilgtims 
.who visit the Holy Shrines, situated in the lofty mountains 
·of Kashmir refrain from chanting their hymns of praise 'when 

. in the vicinity of the banks of snow, as on several occasions 
the effect of such reverberations of sound has been to dislodge 
avalanches, which swept away to destruction many men and 
women."2 

Abul Fazl, in his Ain-i-Akbari,3 says as follows on the subject 
'of the wind on the Pir Panjal hills: " If on these hills an ox or a 
,horse be killed, storm clouds and wind arise with a fall of snow 
.and rain." Col. Jarret makes the following note on the subject, 
.in his translation: " The superstition regarding the t empest of 
wind and snow and rain, appears to be connected with that of 
the Y edeh (~Ilo~) or rain·stone frequently alluded to by Baber, 
the history of which is given by D 'Herbelot. It is of Tartar 
.origin and the virtues of the stone are celebrated in Yarkand and 
·attested by authorities who have never witnessed them. It is 
:said to be found in the head of a horse or a cow, and if steeped in 
the blood of an animal with certain ceremonies, a wind arises 
followed by snow and rain." 

While traversing the mountain Pass of Pir Panja,l, three things 
recalled Bernier's " old philosophical speculations." One was 
the above one of the aged hermit and the tempests. The second 
was the experience of the opposite seasons of summer and win
ter within the same hour; . " In ascending we were exposed to 
·the intense heat of the sun, and perspired most profu~ely; but 
when we reached the summit, we found ourselves in the midst 
·offrozen snow." One often experiences some changes of tempe
.rature when he goes on the top of a hill, but here, on this lofty 
Pass, the change is very great. Though I had not the severe 
-experience of Bernier to be on the frozen snow, I experienced 
an unusual sudden change within two or three minutes. I 

1 Bernier's Travels (1656-1668) In Constable's Oriental Miscellany. Vol. I . .(1891) 
p.4l0. 

2 lbid p. 410, n. 1. 
3 Co!. J'lIfloU'a TransJatlol:l. Vo!. n. p. 3'8. 
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'cannot do better than quote, what I put down there and then in 
,my note-book, on arriving at the top of the Pass. I wrote : 

"~Hrll ~Hlrll, ~ ~l .;y ~l <J.t.-o~l(ot 'H~~ li~ It':=t <1 
'dl\!;<J.t Oi 'Vl,~_.rl~l ~ift (1lo~l, ~ o c{~'{~ Mb4:(:t MC{~til <1 ~H.;y 
''Cl ~l~<J.t (1lo~l' ~H 7t ~l\!;<J.trll .... -, 1.1. c{l:lll':=t ~ltl~ '{~ ~'!,l 
,{c{rl ~~ ~ . (3'{~ =4~~<1i ~:)ltil ~l~l.fl rll'Vltil <1 'tl~l i:{~~-ql 
'{~~l' tt~l ~·). l '{c{rl. <1~~' ~~(:t rl~ (:tlJt. \!;) <J.t1:ll<J.tI"1 

~~ ~~I '{~ ~Ss ~~(1l-[1r( Ss~ ~ ~ ~1~[lIlllti ,{c{rlrll aYt~~ 
~ ltf C{"'t<1 ltl\?,l~l (3.n 0, ~ ~':=t -uilrtlti tt~~ltf l-[:(l a'o1l~ ~." 
," Thanks to God that He has brought me to-day with my two 
.1'elatives to t,he top of this Banihal Pass . Where I had failed 20 
,years ago, He has brought me to-day. . .. Though it is eleven 
o'clock, there blows cold wind. I had to remove my coat while 
climbing up. I have to put it on again. Very cold wind. The 
.(heat of the) sunshine not perceptible. The gardener down below 
.and a Mahomedan here say, that in winter, owing to the force of 
the wind, at times men are thrown down ,and carried away into 
t he valley and killed." 

Bernier gives an interesting account of the preparations and 
Transport for transport for Aurangzeb's visit of Kashmir. 

Aurangzeb's visit He says :1 " That a scarcity of provisions 
to Kashmir. may not be produced in the small kingdom 

,of Kachemire, the King will be followed by a very limited 
,number of individuals. Of females he takes only ladies of the 
first rank, the intimate friends of Rauchenara-Begum, and those 
women whose services cannot easily be dispensed with . The 
~Omrahs and miltary will also be as few as possible; and those 
Lords who have permission to attend the Monarch will be 

.accompanied by no more than twenty-five t roopers out of every 
hundred; not, however, to the exclusion of the immediate 
·officers of their household. These regulations cannot be evaded, 
an Omrah being stationed at the pass of the moutains, who 
reckons every person one by one, and effectually prevents the 
ingress of that multitude of Mansebdars and other cavaliers who 
are eager to inhale the pure and refreshing air of Kachemire, as 
-well as of all those petty tradesmen and inmates of the bazars, 
'whose only object is to gain a livelihood. 

" The King has a few of the choicest elephants for his baggage 
,and the women of the Seraglio. Though heavy and unwieldy, 
;these animals are yet very surefooted, feeling their way when 
;t he road is difficult and dangerous, and assuring themselves ,of 

1 Bernler's Travels by A. Constable, 2nd edition, revised by Vincent A. Smith (1914) 
1'. a01. 
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the firm hold of one foot before they move another. The king' 
has also a few mules; but his camels, which would be more 
useful, are all left behind, the mountains being too steep and. 
craggy for their long stiff legs. Porters supply the place of 
camels; and you may judge of the immense number that will be 
employed if what they tell me be true, that the king alone has 
no fewer than six thousand. I must myself have three, 
although I left my large tent and a considerable quantity of 
luggage at Lahor : every person did the same, not exct'pting the 
Omrahs and the king himself; and yet it is calculated that 
there are at least fifteen thousand porters already collected in 

. Bember; some sent by the Governor of Kachemire and by the 
neighbouring Rajas, and others who are come voluntarily in 
the expectation of earning a little money. A royal ordinance
fixes their pay at ten crowns for every hundred pounds. 
weight . It is computed that thirty thousand will be 
employed; an enormous number, when it is considered that 
the king and Omrahs have been sending forward baggage,. 
and the trades people articles of every sort, for the last month. " 

IX. 

Aurangzeb, who died in 1118 H. A. D. 1707, was succeeded by' 
The Mogul Em- the following kings, one after another :

perors a.fter Au- 1. Shah Alum Badshah, known as Bahadur
ra.ngzeb. shah, who died in 1123 Hijri, A. D. 1711. 
2. Jahandar Shah, who ruled for 11 months only, and was then. 
killed by Muhammad Farrukh Siyar, the Jhahid (martyr). 3. 
Sultan Muhammad Farrukh Siyar who came to throne in 1123-
Hijri A.D. 1711 . He ruled for eight years and 4 months and 
was then dethroned and put in prison, where he soon died. 4. 
Abu-l Barakat Rafi-'ud Darajat, who was declared Emperor in 
1131 Hijri (18th February 1719) and who ruled for a few days. 5. 
Rafi-'ud Daula entitled Shah Jehan Il, who came to throne on 20 
Rajab 1131, May 27, A.D . 1719, and reigned only for 3 months and.. 
2 days . 6. Muhammad Shah Badshah, known as Roshan Akhtar, 
who came to throne on 11 Zi-l kada 1131 H., September 1719. 

We know nothing interest.ing, in connection with Kashmir 
in the short reigns of these Mogul Kings after Aurangzeb, until. 
we come to the reign of the la"t ruler in the above list . In 
his reign, one Mahbub Khan, otherwise known as Abdu-n Nalur 
Kashmiri, satisfied his enmity towards the Hindus of Kashmir r 
by submitting them to many indignities. This was followed bY' 
a heavy fight between two factions of the Mahome~ans. These
disturbances caused a damage of lacs of rupees. 

1 Muntakbabu+Lub<lb, Elliot -VII, pp. 387·485. 
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x. 
The language of the Inscriptions generally, and the use of some 

Theinfiuence of 
.'Persia through 
"the Moguls upon 
Kashmir in pa rti-

· clllar and India in 
general. 

words especially, suggest the question of the 
influence of Persia upon India. The Moguls 
have left a powerful mark on India in various 
lines, and in that mark, Old Persia, which 
had influenced early Mahomedanism, has some 
indirect hand. In an interesting article, 

·-entitled " India's debt to Persia,"l ~Ir. H. Beveridge refers to 
some sources for this influence . Speaking generally he says: 

." But if Persian Muhammedans were influential in India, the 
followers of the old Persian faith were also powerful agents in 

.civilizing the country. The P ersian settlers in Gujrat-the 
forefathers of the modern Parsis-did same service to India 
as the Huguenots did to England. They introdu'ced new 

· arts and' sciences and enriched the blood of the Indian 
nations. When we think of what the Parsees have done for 
India, the Huguenots for England, and the puritans for 
America, we are almost inclined to think, that there is good in 
religious persecutions, and that, like Kingsley 's' Wild 
North-Easter' they drive hearts of oak seaward round the world." 

Now it is the language of J ehangir 's Inscription, and especially 
the use of some religious terms of " the Old Persian faith," referred 
to by ~Ir. Beveridge, that suggest to us some stray thoughts of 
this .kind. Words like' Haft-keshvar' and' Sarush ' used in 
the inscriptions point to the influence of Zoroastrianism upon , 
Mahomedanism. The words have come down, as it were, in 
their original form from the A vesta. The first part ' hafta' in 

. , haftkeshwar' is Avesta 'hapta' (seven). The second part 

. , keshwar ' is Avesta ' karshvare' (country). The word Sarush 
(angel Gabriel) is Avesta Sraosha. 

We find the word Sarush in another inscription of Kashmir. It 
' is that on "a postern gate" of the'tomb of Kashmir's .celebrated 
kirtg Zain-ul Abadin, situated at a short distance from the Ma.sjid 

· of Shah H;amdan. The inscription was put by Sultan· Habib 
in 981 Hijri, some time after the death of Zain-ul Abadin. The 

· couplet which speaks of Sarush runs thus: 2 

..; .J.r' j t r ~.i.':'.Jj lS (.i.~ .r.4aj ~ ((" 
y.~~A. c;lhl ... ~ tJ )1)'" ~~.)lj J I ... 

i.e., At the time of laying the foundation, I heard from arush 
the year of its date, " the second tomb of Sultan Habib" 981. 

1 SplclXc1 Memorial Volume, edited IlY mc, pp. 21-22. 
2 A ~ giYcn by Rcv. J.ocwenthnl In lii ~ artlclo, entitle" " Rome Persian InRcrlptloIll 

found In rir,a gar. K ashmir" (J ou " /all!en~81 AElotl c Society (1 65) Vol. 
XXXIIT, No. 3 , I>' 2 2). 
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In the case of Kashmir, Saiyad Ali of Hamadan (the ancient 
Ecbatana), whose name is borne by a large Masjid of Srinagar,.. 
had preceded the Moguls and had been the medium of the spread 
of Persian influence. The saint's original name is Mir Sayid Ali 
Hamadani. H e died in 786 Hijri (A.D . 1384). This appears . 
from the following inscription in the mosque in Srinagar, known. 
as the Masjid of Shah Hamdana. 1 

(.S -' .:;.,l; -' t ulj 

l.:1:! ~ t+ j l'=" 0). .. .:..' ! (f j' ~ l.:1.J~ 
d-j l .. J· "i..., -' ~.4iQr c .J~r j 

\.I; [~~ I..$j l.; t+J l~ j I ..:..~~ 

l.:1~ ... l:! J f t+Jl~ .J ~.Jr .J~ '" I 
Translation.- " Date of his death. 

" In the year 786 from the time of Ahmad, the seal of religioll:_ 
(that is) from the Hijri, there went from the transitory to the
eternal world the prince of both worlds, the descendant of 
Yasin (i .e. , the descendants of the Prophet) ." 

In old Parsee books, for example, the Pahlavi Bundehesh, 
Kashmir is spoken of as a part of India and the Sad-dar 
speaks of Kashmir as being one of the several places where, in 
olden times, Zoroastrianism prevailed. Even later Arab and 
Mahomedan writers speak of Kashmir as being a part of Hind 
or India. According to Mayoudi,2 Kashmir together with Sind 
and Kanauj formed a part of India. 

Up to a few years ago, Persian was the court language of the · 
Durbar of Kashmir. Even during my second visit of Kashmir, . 
I had occasion to talk in Persian with a large number of people 
there. Even the Hindu Pandits spoke Persian. At one time, . 
there were, as it were, two parties in Kashmir; one was that of 
the Persian-knowning Pandits and the other of Sanskrit-knowing ' 
Pandits. The Mahomedan King Zain-ul Abadin, a very popular 
and benevolent ruler, known, and still spoken of, as " The Pad
shah," i.e., the king, greatly helped the study of Persian. It i . 
said, that at one time, the schism was so much, that the Persian
speaking Pandits and the Sanskrit-speaking Pandits did not 
inter-marry. Again, the Persian knowing Pandits could not 
practise as gUtus or professional Hindu priests. 3 

1 I give the Inscription and translation as given bl' R~v. J. Locwenthnl (Ibia 
pp. ~79-289). Rev. Loewenthal giYes two more .Inscriptions fOUlld on tlli.·. 
MusJld. ' 

2 lIIn~olldi, Chap. VII., XVI. Elliot I., pp. 19·23. 
3 Fide my paper OD the Pandits of Kashmir. (Journal of lite AlItllropo/oqical Socitlll ' 

of lJombav, Vol. X, No. 6, pp. 461-85, My " Anthropological papers" Pa rt 11) • . 
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The Moguls brought their taste for gardening to Kashmir 
The Persians a d from Persia. ~fr. Witt, in his "Retreat of 

gardening. T~e The Ten Thousand," says: " This charming 
Mogul ~ardens of pursuit (of gardening) had been raised almost 
KashInJr. . to the rank of religious duty by Zoroaster, 
the founder of the Persian religion, who had taught his disciples 
that when occupied in the planting and tending of trees useful 
to man, they were engaged in a good action well· pleasing to. 
God."! . 

The principal Mogul gardens of Kashmir are the Nishat Bagh. 
and the Shalimar on the Dallake, and the gardens at Achibal and 
Virnag. Sir F. Younghusband, while speaking of the Shalimar-
garden , says: " The Moguls certainly understood such matters .. 
They were quite right in selecting trees of formal growth and 
planting them on geometrical lines, the essence of a good garden . 
being that it should form a pleasing intermediate step between. 
the free treatment which Nature lavishes on hills and plains, 
fields and forests, and that necessarily artificial object-a building' 
made by the hand of man."2 

XL 

n.-THE TEXT AND THE TRANSLATION OF JEHANGIR S I NSaiIP

TIONS AT VIRNAG. 

There are two Inscriptions at Virnag. Both are on the walls 
surrounding the octagonal tank. (a) One is on the wall opposite 
to the entrance. (b) The other is on a side wall. I will first give· 
the text of the Inscriptions. 

(a) Text of J ehangir's Inscription on t he wall of the octagonal 
tank, opposite to the entrance . 

.,~~lt~ l:}:!,),J~)'j3 ..,R.l2.n,.~1 Ji-f ...::.J I')'<: ~l:;";'~ Jr.l ...::.Jir ~ l.:'.)l~ 
~ • .!~.,... Cll) j o...r ~l:;>- 1 ~ ,i..., e~ J li~ c...s j li ~ l;..) l~ J~l l CI~ 1 ~ l;' .) I~. 
~)-''''' \!!.t~~j r rS::r..~ \!!.t)I.& Cl:!' ,),~j-,":~ JJ.l:;>-' J."jj (!: :!f c.,;.~ 

.. s JU 1 > ~.!:S J.... Ij.~ "c,~ I f l;' Toll ~ (;. .J~!j 4.::- j I ...::.; l~ (" t. j I 
..s (j)." ,.1.!.~ j (~f ..I~ <.J..:b.:! ) tj ..::,.;!:! c..l it& ~j l~ 

c...sftr l·r ~ 

1 " The ltetreat of the Ten Thousau(l .. by Prof. C. Witt, translated from tlte Germa" 
by J!' rancls Younghusband (1891) p. 17. 

2 .. Kashmir " by F. YOllnghllSband, p. 81. 
3 Nuru·ud·din. This was also a title of J ehangir nnd formecll'art of his name. 
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(b) Text of the Inscription on the wall on the right-hand side 
..of the octagonal tank . 

..1r'::' t L.:..)l~ I!!l~r t.:. r~~~ )o).~"" 

4.S -'~ ) .) l':'~ r I!! -,!~ ..:....:;.l... ,s 10).':;' ..1).:;" , 

.::, l~ ..:...':'e cs -'~ j ..:... ... 1 ~.) I.::, 4.S -'~ l:)~ j 

:s )..1~ r .r.. • ..:..t ,.i; ~ ) l':'~ r l:J~ 1 

'-:'" ~i" cJ. ,u'" lii1!~ ':-' r c.s ~ e~) lj 
':f..r:- "'-"" I ~ ~ r I!! )..J~ ..:...':'e ,. • ..::.~ ..i' 

, ·r, 
(a) Translation of the first Inscription :-

King J ehangir, the king of the seven regions, the justice. 
'spreading Emperor, father of victory, splendour of religion, 
t he son of the brave King Akbar, did the honour of coming to this 
iountain-head of abundant mirror (-like water) in the 15th year 
.after his accession to the throne. This building was completed 
by His Majesty's order. This building raised its head toward 
heaven (by the hand of) Jehangir Shah, (son of) Akbar Shah. The 

1)ource of Reason (i .e., angel Gabriel) obtained (i.e., decreed) its 
date as qasr abdd cluishmeh-i· Vernag, i.e., (May the palace of 
-the fountain of Vernag flourish). Hijri lO29. 1 

(b) Translation of the second Inscription :-

Thanks to God! What I). (beautiful) waterfall and running 
:stream has Haidar prepared at the order of the King of the 
W orId, 2 the king of the time! This running stream has reminded 
us of the stream of Paradise. Kashmir has obtained fame 
from this stream. The invisible Sarush (angel Gabriel) men
't ioned the date of the canal to be: " Az chash'ma (i) behesht 
.birun amadlah ast jui, " i.e., the stream has come out of the 

I- pring of Paradise, 1036. 

In the case of the first Inscription,the numerical computation 
-of the letters in the line Jlj)) ,...:.~ .)l~r yM must give us the 
number 1029 as given in figures in the Inscription. To give 
'Us that number, we have to take two alifs for the first letter 
'in the word .)l~'f. The word ,. • ..::.-t- may be taken for A 
and Jlj)-, must be read as Virnag Jlj..1~J which is the 

1 I .e. , A.D. 1619·20, the 15th ycnr of Jelmnglr's reign. 

2 The word is Shah J eJlan c:J lt~ ~ l':' ). One may. at tJ.ae lint sight, 

take the Inscripti on to refer t o the son and . lI cccssor of J rhnngir, but thc dato 1036 
d early shows, that the word here is a common noun and not a proper noun, and that It 
refers to J ehangir (A.D. 1605-1626), and not to Shah J ehan (1626 -1659). 1 will speak 

4 urther Of! this subject latcr on. 
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form of the name we find in the :Memoirs of J ehangir. With 
"this modification, the sentence, in order to give the numerical 
value of 1029, must read as J(iyU ~ o!Lf J...a; The values 

will be 100+90+200+1+1+2+1+4+3+300-40+6+10+ 
_200+50+ 1+20= 1029. 

In the case of the second Inscritpion, t he date of the event, as 
given in figures, is 1036 ; and so, it must tally with t he chronogram 
{)ontained in the last line. This chronogram has given me a good 
d eal of trouble for numerical calculation. At first , it looks, so that, 
the whole of the last line gives the chronogram, but it is not be-

-cause it does not give the required number 1036. H ere, it is not 
a case of the addjtion of the numerical values of t he letters, but 

· a case both of addition and subtraction. The date, viz., 1036, can 
be arrived at. by adding the numerical values of the letters of the 
words ":"':'t~ ~:.~ and subtracting from the result the value of the 
letters of the word ~~~ The words ~~r CJ.JJ~ "coming out" 
i .e., " taking out" suggest subtract ion. Thus, we come to the 

' iollowing result :~ 

.\ 

U" -

Total 

Total 
Thus 1055- 19= 1036. 

3 
300 
40 

5 
2 
5 

300 
400 

1055 
3 
6 

10 

19 

\Ve find , that the first of the two inscriptions commemorates 
. two events, viz., (1) the visit of J ehangir to the Spring of Virnag 
· during the 15th year of his reign, which cqmmenced on Friday 
"the 15th of the month of Rabi-us Sani, Hijri 1029, 10th March 
16201 and (2) the . fact that the building round the tank was 

· -constructed at the orders of J ehangir and the inscription put up 
• during the same year. 

J The )[emolrs of JaIJangir, lJy ltogp. rs·Bc\·cridge, IT, p. 1:30. 
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The second tablet on the right-hand side while entering, 
takes a note of the fact, that the artificial canal, in which 
the stream ran after leaving the above tank, was built in 1036 , 
Hijri A.D, 1627 by one Haidar at the orders of the then King ' 
of the W orlel. 

XII. 

A FEW OBSERVATIONS ON THE INSCRIPTIONS , 

I will now speak of several matters in connection with the 
inscriptions of J ehangir at Virnag, which require to be looked 
into. They are the following :-

1. , References to J ehangir's visits of Virnag in the books of ' 
history relating to his reign. 

2. Who is the Haidar referred to in the second Inscription 1 
3. Who is the king referred to in the Inscription as Sha,h 

Jahan 1 

We find from the books of history, that Jehangir had paid 
1. References to several visits to Virnag. (a) As said above, \ 

J ehangir's visits we learn from his Memoirs (Tuzuk) 1 that 
to Virna g, he had been there twice during the life-time ' 
of his father. These visits had impressed him with the beauty 
of the spring, and so, he had ordered some structures there. He 
says in his Tuzuk, "When I was a prince, I had given an order 
that they should erect a building at this spring suitable t o , 
the place. It wa., now (1029 H ., A ,D. 1620, the 15th year of the 
reign) completed."2 He then describes the " reservoir of an 
octagonal shape," round which" halls with domes had been 
erected, and there was a garden in front of them." "Round 
the reservoir there was a stone walk." 3 After his accession to 
the throne he paid a third visit to Virnag and gave orders for some 
extensive works. He says, " I ordered them to build the sides 
of the spring round with stone, and they made a garden round it 
with a canal, and built walls and houses about it, and made a plaee 
such that travellers over the world can point out few like it."4 
Then J ehangir had a fourth visit of Virnag, during his fourth 
visit of Kashmir, in the 19th year of his reign. It was on the first 
of Shahrivar that he visited Virnag. We find no 'reference t o 
~his visit in his"Tuzuk. Elliot's quotations also 'do not refer t o · 
It. But we find a reference 'to it in his Iq!:>al-nameh. 5 We thus 

1 Tuzuk·i J'ahangiri, Il l' Rogers-Beveridgo, Vol. I " P, !l2, 
2 Ibid II, p. 173, 
3 Ibid II, p . 173, 
4 Ibid Vol . I, p, 92, 

1\ Bengal Asiatic Society's edition of 11l18, p, 229, 
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find, that J ehangir had, during his six visits of Kashmir, 
paid foul' visits to Virnag. We find two references to his orders 
for the construction of the walls, &c., round the spring, and of 
the canal, referred to in our inscriptions. 

The next question before us is, who is the Haidar referred to in 
2. Who is t.he the second inscription as the person, who at 
Haidal' referred to the orders of the King of the World (Shah-i 
in the second In· J ehan), built the canal, &c. It seems that 
script ion ! his name was Haidar Malik and that he was. 
an officer who was entrusted to do some canal ,~ork . We read in 
Jehangir's Memoirs, that in the 17th year of his reign (Hijri 1031), 
beginning with March 10-12, 1622, J ehangir sent this officer to 
Kashmir " to bring a canal from the valley of Lar to the Nfir
afza garden (at Hari Parbat) , giving him Rs. 30,000 for the
materials and labour. " 1 Haidar Malik was a native of Kashmir 
itself. His village was Chardara (or Charvara or Chadura or 
Isadur).2 It appears that he was the author of a history of 
Kashmir. His work is referred to in another history of Kashmir. 

We have in the Moola Feroze Library of Bombay a manuscript 
named Tarikh-i Kashmir (J'::S t!)U ) i . e., the History of 
Kashmir .3 The author is Muhammad Aatzim, son of Khayr 
Alzeman Khan 4 ( (!) l.:.. (!) I"" j) !.,~.:.. .,,).J ~.J::.<: 1 ').=:0.",,). The third 

part of this manuscript history treats of the" Events of Kashmir 
from the beginning of the conquest by the sovereigns of the
Chagatai dynasty of Taimur. " 

\ 5 I'~ ).J+~:; I'~ lii.::- I'ii~.b ~~.b J.( ... J'~:n-:; ~ I."i~ 1 j 1 ~~+:.) <!!J lA; I) ) 

Therein, we find an account of Nurrudin J ehangir Badshah's. 
rule over Kashmir. In that account, there is a reference to 
the history written by Haidal' Malik o)~.:.. t!):; )~ ~t..o )o)~""" ).6 
( .,,-~ ~~"" In the preface, the author of this M:S. history speaks 
of this Haidar Malik Chadurah · ( ~J-,~l::-). This Chadurah is 
the abovenamed village of Kashmir to which Haidar Malik 
belonged. It is a town situated near Srinagar. The author 
speaks of JIaidar Malik ' as singing the praises of his own 
forefathers and ancestors and of himself (~r J.).! lrl.::-.}.n) 7 

(,..i.:..I~j I) U"T li.,. o)~.:.. ~"'.J) ,)~.:.. 0) 1 0).::- ) 

1 Tuzuk·i J ehangiri by R ogers and Be\"eridge II, p. 238.' 
2 Ibid, p. 154 und 11. 
3 It bear~ No. 105. It is the 22nd Ms., described uuder the hp.adiu" IV of HIstorv 

BiogralJhy, &c., (Vide p. 8~ of the .Library's printed catalo::ue by Prol. j,;7 
Rehntsek. ., 

4 Ibid, " 8. 1. 3. o( the Ma. G I bid. p. 26;;. 
6 Ibid, p. 294, 1. 9. 7 Ibid, p. 7, 1. 7. 
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w~ read the following in his History of K!l-shmir by Muham
Haldar . Malik mad Aatzim: "Jehangir ordered the im-

'referred to in . 
Muhammad Aat- provement and. prosperity of the c~untry 
.2im's IIistory of and the reparatlOn and the constructIOn of 
Kashmir. . forts and buildings and royal gardens within 
the fort and in the direction of the ponds, especially "Faiz-
bakhsh."l . 

The history names the following persons as the governors of 
Kashmir 'during the reign of Jehangir: Nawab Kulich Khan, 
Nawab Hashim Khan, Nawab Safdar Khan, Nawab Ahmad 
Beg Khan, Nawab Delawar Khan (Hijri 1027). 

In the account of the governorship, a reference is made to 
'Kashmir's great calamities from storm and fire. In one of the 
great fires, from 10 to 12 thousand houses were burnt. The great 
.Juma Masjid built by Sikandar But-shekan, was also burnt in 
this fire. Jehangir, during his visit of Kashmir, got this Masjd 
repaired. Our author says, that Haidar Malik in his history says, 
that the Sunnis accused his ancestors of bringing about the 
-destruction of the Masjid by fire. 2 So, the burden of repairing 
-the Masjid was thrown by the king upon Haidar's father, Malik 
Mahmad Naji. The event is commemorated in the lines, 
/~ c,).~ U~,.,j j I ~ 'tj (s..J~!j 't~ ~r ).3 ~.JI U"'~~) ) ~~~ J,.l.., 

- \,$jIU; ~~~ j.J) 

Translation.-Malik Haidar, a chief of the country, in the time 
of Jehangir, laid anew its foundation on the day of Id-i 
qurbani. 

Jehangir came to Kashmir for the first time in t he year 1029 
Hijri by way of Punj. At that time, he had ordered Ali Malik, the 
brother of Haidar Malik, to clear the roads beforehand. In the 
time of the governorship of Nawab Itaqad Khan (1032 Hijri), 
Haidar Malik had a hand in the construction of the great Juma 
Masjid in Punch. According to this book, Jehangir visited 
Kashmir seven times, () l~ ":"R:) and during every visit 
.repaired and laid over gardens and buildings. 

( q,~ I.:.> I}..,t: ..r..jlj.J I!:.> l~ 11 ",:,,~j.Jl ~~..: ..J: ) 

During the last visit, the king, at the request of Nur Jehan, ap
'Pointed Haidar Malik, a permanent officer to remain in the 
presence of the king and ga:re him the title of Rais-ul Mulk 
<Jhagatai (,=,S (~":' J,.l.J I U"'~j) ~ Ih.5... ).3 In the beginning, 

1 Tr3Dslat~d from the Per. ian of the aboyc )[8. HI~tory of Kashmir, J'. 291 ; 11. 
;; et SC(]. 

2 lbid, p. 94. 3 I bid, p. 298, I. 6. 
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it was on the recommendation of Meher-ul-Nasa Begum,. 
that Haidar Malik was appointed a Zamindar of his 
own country (of Chadrur near Srinagar). On coming to 
Kashmir (Srinagar), he studied the art of repairing buildings 
(..s"'~ ..:,...: J": ~Jlj) and applied it to several buildings. This 
hi~tory of Kashmir thus refers to J ehangir's work of improving 
Kashmir. 

l:Jl~.,o)...c ~;) .)$.! .::."::"1") r-lj ~~l..,. l:Jlh1 ... ~l"::".,)le J~-'j lt:;- l:J:!,))I).,j 

o),A.! ~ l":;' -'~ 1 o).~'" l:J~ 0).11 J Jl:;- o).~":':p'! ~) ~ .::.~j J <:: lj .::.~hl..,. . 

l:J= 1 .., .,).AI f p:;.s:! ) l! ,..,. J .::.-:! ) J .t... ~ o).iJir -,~+::.s r.:"-j jI 

.::.~.,) J '::'..q 1 ~.,) )+j J J.l:;- 1 J JY .;':."'::"S' )~;. -' J~-! ).;~ ~ l..::.. r.G It :;

.:!It.i:l! -' .::..I)l • ., -' l"Jt.lj . ..,..~~j -' J~+Jt.j -' W: J~ ~I.,)l!f -' ,:?)J-'~ 

~.,)Y"""; l).! v.:P.~ ua~; i~-,.a.=.. ,":-,~lj w.;l:.! -' 1" .... 1.; c.U).,) ~rl"::".,)'~ 
).,) o).!: j l""') r ~1'! ) l~_! ~l;'''' -' ,)J '.,; -' ~J) ,.)l!f I)) I .... I"+':;:'~ J 

.::.'" ..,S:.::.. .::...,.1 ~ l"::".,) l~ J" ..,1:;- jI r+ -'..) J l-, 1") ~ ..)jj l~ -' ;'jtS::! e=) li 
o). ~"") l:J l.=.. ~!l; '":-' G~! .;~.::..) 

Translation.-Nur-ud-din J ehangir Badshah Sultan bore the 
name of Selim. After overcoming the enemies of the country, 
he added splendour t o the crown and throne. Jalal-ud-din 
Mahmad Akbarshah lived for seventeen years after .the conquest 
of K ashmir and came to Kashmir three times. This J ehangir 
Shah honoured Kashmir with visits for the" sake of a pleasant 
ramble and· hunt and for the work of protecting the subjects, of 
increasing the prosperity of the country , and of placing in good 
order and proper condition the royal forts, buildings and gardens. 
He ordered to be put in good order the inside of the forts and 
the surroundings of the lakes and especially that of the spring of 
Fai'z-bakhsh. H e beautified water courses. H e (thus) benefited 
and profited the people very much. In the year one thousand 
and fifteen (1015) which was the second year after t he 
accession to the throne, the governership of K ashmir passed to 
Nawab Kulich Khan. 

Haidar's father Hasan Malik bin Malik Muhammad Naji 
Charvarah was of a noble Kashmir family. Malik's hist.ory is 
said to have been abridged from Kalhana's Rajatarangini. He 
commenced his work in the 12th year of J ehangir's reignl (A.D. 
1697). It seems, that, as he had done a similar work about five 
years ago, (Hijri 1031 A. D. 1622) in the royal palace at Hari 
Parbat near Srinagar, he was also entrusted with the work at 
Vir~ag_. __ ~~ ____________________________________ ___ 

1 n ernier' s Traycls, ill Constable's Orie ntal ~lis C('llany, Vol. I . (1891), 1'. 393,11.2. 
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Nur Jehan, the queen of J ehangir, was, at first, the wife of Ali 
Kuli Beg, who had received the title of Sher Afghan and who 
was sent to Bengal. 1 When Sher Afghan was killed in Bengal, 
his wife (Nur J ehan, who afterwards married J ehangir) was saved 
by this Malik Haidar from the hands of those who killed her hus
band. 2 

The second Inscription says that Haidar did thE' work at the 

3. Who is the 
king r eferred to in 
t he second Ins-
cription? . 

order of Shah J ehan Padshah-i-Dahr 
(.Jr~ l!l':'~l:! I!Jlf?r t.:.). One may, at the first 
sight and thought, say that the king referred 
to was King Shah J ehan. In fact, some
body at the spring led me to understand 

that t he Inscription referred to Shah J ehan , and, that the 
tablet was at one time on some part of the canal and was 
latterly brought and put up there on the spring. But an examina
tion of the date shows, that the word Shah Jehan on the tablet 
is used as a common noun, in the sense of "the King of the 
World," and not as a proper noun for King Shah J ehan. The 
date of the Inscription is 1036 Hijri. J ehangir died on "the 
28th Safar, 1037 A. H. in the 22nd year of his reign."3 So it 
was he , who is referred to as the Shah-i-Jehan, i.e., thfl King of 
the World, and as the Pad8hah-i-Dahr, i .e., the King of the 

' Time. 
It seems, t hat the first Inscription, which bears the Hijri 
The original date of 1029 (A.D. 1620), was put up 

place of the 2nd during J ehangir's 3rd visit of Kashmir, 
tablet. which was the first after his accession to 
t.he throne. J ehangir says : "On Friday the 27th of (Shah
rivar) I went out to see Virnag, the source of the Bihat."4 
He had ordered some work to be done there during the 
time of his princehood. On accession to the throne, he had 
repeated the orders perhaps with those for some further 
extension. All that was done before, or during, the year. So, 
the date of the inscription takes a note both of his first auspicious 
visit as king to his favourite place, and of the completion of 
all his orders. 

The second Inscription takes a note of the subsequent work of 
the canal, which carried the water of the spring from the 
octagonal r eservoir to the garden opposite, and from there 
further on. What I heard at the spring seems possible, viz ., that 
.the tablet at first stood on some part of the canal further 

1 Vide Elliot, VI, pp. 402-4 for an account. 
2 Vide Tu;mk-I-Jahanglrl by Rogers-Bcveriitge I1 .. p. 154, n . 2. 
3 Ikbal-Nama-I Jahanglrl, ElIIot, VI. p. 415 This Hijrl date corresponds to 28th 

October A.D. ]627. 
4 lO29 Hljrl correspondlng to about the 6th of September _' .D. 1620, Tllzuk. Rogers-

. Beverldge IT, p. 70. The month was Shahrlvar (Ibid, p. 168). Vide also 
Wakint-!·Jrhanglrl, Elliot VI, 373. 
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·uown, but that that part having fallen into ruins, the tablet 
was brought down to the tank and put up there on a part of , 
the wall, adjoining to that on which the tablet directly referring 

. to the tank was put up. 

XIII. 

1II.-AN INSCRIPTION ON A TOMB ON A HILL ON THE BANK 

01\ THE DAL LAKE. 

As a supplement to this paper, I propose glVIDg here, 
"another inscription on a tomb on a hill on a bank of the 
Din lake. It is in no ,vay connected with the Mogul Emperors, 
but it is associated with one of the stories related about the 
beauty of the Da,l lake, which was further beautili.ed by the 
Mogul Emperor Jehangir by means of his beautiful gardens. 
The story is as follows :-There came to Kashmir, a young man 
named Daud', a son of a very rich father, from India for 
the purpose of tI'ade. Instead of carrying on trade properly, he 
wasted his father's money in the enjoyment of ple~asure in the 
beauties of the Dal lake. Abul Fazl says in his Ain-i-Akbari, 
t hat Kashmir is " deservedly appropriate to be either the delight 
of the worldling or the retired abode of the recluse."l This 
y~)Ung man turned out to be a worldling, lost completely in the 
delights and pleasures of the Dal lake. Under the pretext 'tlf 
wanting more money for trade, he sent for it from his father in 
India and squandered all. It is said, that he was so enamoured 
of the beauty and pleasures of the Dal, that he had enjoined 
that, on his death, he may be buried somewhere on the lake itself. 
During my first visit, I had heard the story, but could not 

·discover the tomb. I noted the story of this young man in my 
lecture on Kashmir before the Gujerati Dnyan Prasarak Mandali 
,as follows : 

C1"\>'(t ~"Z1~lcicil ~'oH ~~tf\ 'ei~:{lot(:t cil~a{l ~~ 1S'I~~1 
~l'{\~~ 1"\J'U~ctl~i ~11 ~, O"lti ~h q,{l:U ot2.~la{l ~ot~ ~, ;y 

Q'{H ~~ ~~lPll~P.(l ~Iq} ~l ~ot!i~C1 :~(:t ~a{l ~~ ""1ht 

~-;Q '(tcil ~ot~~C1~i ~ot~~C1 ~l(:t lj:tlct~.a{l ~1l:U0:~ ~~l~i otl'icil 

<.·tl~l ~'il~l "'''t~,~ rll-v.{l ""1~lot t{~l ~~I ~~ ~ctl ~~ictctl~ 
'i~n ~'~'l ~~'"4l ·~'(tl. ( ~) 

1 Ain·i Akbari, Jarrctt's Translation, IT, p. 348. , 

2 Videmy " nlci)\~m~ R~~ " (:tlOl 'l, 'ilcil 'If!&-C . 
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During that visit, I could not see the tomb itself. I succeedec£. 
to discover the tomb during the 2nd visit of 1915. It is situated. 
on the top of a lonely unfrequented hill, a spur of the Takht-i 
Suliman, near a place known as Gangribal. Mr. Nowroji Pestonji 
Unwala of Messrs. Pestonji & Co., of Srinagar, kindly guided me· 
to Gangribal. He did not know where the tomb was situated . 
At first, we could get no definite information about the where
abouts of the tomb, though some persons said, that they knew 
that there was a tomb somewhere on the adjoining hill. At length , 
a person was found who pointed out to us from below, the place 
on the top of the spur where I could 'find the tomb. Leaving my 
friend below, I went up the hill, taking t his person as my 
guide and promising him a payment of 4 annas for his trouble. 
It was on the evening of 19th June 1915. The weather wa 
cloudy and was becoming threatening. The guide took me 
to the height of about 100 feet, and pointed out a place, as 
the place where Daud was buried. There seemed to be a little 
mound, like what we see on some unclaimed tombs in out·of·the
way places. But it struck me, that that cannot be the tomb of a 
man in a good state of life, whose st ory was traditionally known 
on the Da,l lake. His tomb must be at least one with some' 
pretension of brickwork. So, I refused t o pay my guide, 
saying that he did not show me the proper t omb. And that was· 
so. Finding that the weather was get t ing a litt le rough and rainy,. 
and with a view t o be saved from being wet and from the trouble
of ascending still fur ther, he tried t o dupe me. But my stubborn 
refusal compelled him to take me little further up, and to· show 
me the right tomb. I purposely speak of , and take a note of, thi ' 
fact , in order that those engaged in such pursuits may be 
cautious, that there are many chances of not only being mis
informed, but of being shown wrong places . Suppose, I had 
believed this man, and then said before this Society or elsewhere, 
that I had seen the place of the tomb of Daud, and that there 
was no regularly built tomb and no inscription thereon, and. 
suppose some other student had followed me and had come across 
the proper tomb . I would have then been put to the humiliation 

. of being accused of bragging and giving an incorrect report . To 
ascertain facts, such guides, at times, require to be examined· 
and cross·examined. This Daud is popularly spoken of here as 
Dalu Mian from the connection .of his story with the Dal lake. 

I beg to submit, for. inspection, my note-book, to show a 
rough outline of the tomb as drawn hastily by me. The tomb
seems to be one of the ordinary kind of a Mahomedan tomb. It 
is on the edge of a spur very little frequented. As it had be
gun to drizzle, and as the weather was getting upleasant and 
threatening, I could not wait longer to make a better inspection 
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of the t omb. I hastily copied in my note-book a few words t hat 
were easily legible. These words were tarikh ( e~) lj) and Mirza 
Daud ( ~J' ~ ~.J~..,). The decipherment of these words at least 
gave me the satisfaction that there was some truth in the tradi
tion heard by me on the Dallake about one Daud Mian or Dalu 
Mia.n. It gave me further satisfaction, that I had the good fortune 
to discover, at last, the tomb of that man, whose story I had . 
heard during my first visit, about 20 years ago and had taken a 
note of, in one of my published lectures . As a matter of fact, it 
turned out to be really a discovery, because the State Archreolo
gical Department, founded a few years ago, knew nothing of this 
tomb. I wrote to Mr. Daya Ram Sohani, the Superintendent of 
the Archreological Department, to inquire if a copy of the Inscrip
tion was taken by his Department. I was surprised to learn, 
that not only was the Inscription not copied, but that his Depart
ment knew nothing of the tomb itself. I requested him to · 
kindly get an impression taken and sent to me. I reminded him 
of it again on my return to Bombay, and was glad to have it from 
him, with his letter dated Srinagar, 16th August 1915. He writes : .. 

" I am sending you herewith a copy of the Persian Inscription 
noticed by you. In the first line, we have the date · 
I t '1r " i .... ,.~ ..... CS ~.J~ r t e~) (~ and the ' name of Mirza Daud . . 
In the second line we read o?J! ...:.. .. .......,.., which have to be construed 
with Mirza Daud. In the second half of the same line, we read oL 
the construction (...:...:.. ( .... ) apparently of the tomb in which the 
epigraph is incised and which enshrines the remains of the Mirza 
named in the 1st line." 

I am greatly indebted to Mr. Sohani for the impression he has 
kindly sent me. I produce it here, so that it may be given in 
our 'Journal, and others may have an opportunity to correctly 
decipher it. Until Mr. Sohani sent me a copy of the impression' 
I did not lmow, that I had seen only half of the Inscription. I 
went to the tomb from the front and saw the Inscription on 
that front, and owing to haste, due to the weather, with which I . 
inspected the tomb and the Inscription, I had no idea, that half 
of it continued on the other side. From the copy of the impres
sion, which has been sent to me, and which I produce here for 
reproduction in our Journal, I give below what little I can. 
make out. 

THE FIRST PART OF THE INSCRIPTION IN THE EASTERN 

FRONT OF THE TOMB. 

c,) L:. .... ,,) Ji..c .•• ~J I~ 'j.J-!:'" t l'Ir ".i. .... ~ J 'J.) ~ r, e~)li~ 
Translation.-On the 29th of the month of Zu-l-Hijjah year-

1162 Mirza Daud . .... Mogul, whose last breathings (hushtish). 
4 
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THE SECOND PART OF THE INSCRIPTION ON THE BACK 

OF THE TOMB . 

. •• . • . . .... ~; ..:.1 .... ) (.4'; J!lf.) (;~ j 1 
Translation-passed away from this world of destiny. 
The Hijri year 1162 began on 22nd December 1748. 1 Tho 

Hijri month is the last month of the Mahomedan year and the 
29th day is the last day of that month.2 So, the day is the 
last day of the Hijri year 1162. The Hijri year 1163 commen
ced on 11th December 1749.3 So, the day of the Inscription, 
which is the last day of the preceding year, corresponds with 
10th December 1749. Thus the tomb is about 177 years old. 

1 Wollaston'g Persian DictionllI'Y, p. 14,89. ! Ibid, p. 1491. 3 Ibid, p. 14.89. 

APPENDIX. 
After the above paper wait written and put into type, and 

before it is printed off, I have had the pleasure of visiting 
Kashmir for the third time. The tomb has been cleaned, and 
so the inscription is ~uch more legible than before. I inspected 
it twice, once alone on 14th June, and then on 26th June in the 
company of Moulvi Mahamad Shah kindly recommended to me 
by Pandit Hil'anand Shastri, ~r.A . , the present Superintendent 
of the Archroological Department. The inscription so far as we 
have been now able to decipher on the spot runs thus: 
........ . LlM J..~~ 0) -,I.) lj..r~ ( t'H ,r\- ~~ '-S ~ ~ r t t~}i~ (I) 
u.~~ ............... Ij.7~..:l o).Jf c.::..l~) (ii~ JI )~~.. ......... (2) 

o)..i..i.S' .) (~ /=-j (R~ ..:..;.. (~ ~ li.~ ..r!'; 
Translation.-On the 21st of the month of Za.i Hijri year 

1162 Mirza Daud Beg Mogul ...... died (lit. went to the house 
of Eternity.) Mirza .. .... Beg erected (this) tomb. They 
(i. e., the visitors) may remember him with (the recital of) a 

Jatiha. 
The last word in the first line after the word Mogul 

and the first two letters of the second line seem to make up a 
word which seems to be a proper name signifying perhap the 
country to which the deceased belonged. . 

The indistinct portion after the word J\firza is some proper 
noun, giving the name of the person who built the tomb, per
haps according to the last testamentary will of the deceased. 
MOll.hi Mahmad Shah thinks the words to be Akbar Kabar. 
So, the whole name may be Mirza Akbar Kabar Beg. The 
tom b is just on the very edge of a spur and may perhaps go 
down the hill in a few years with a heavy downfall of rain. It 
"Can be protected in time at small expense . 

. House Boat, Pearl, No. 306, 
SRINAGAR, KASHMIR, 

29th June, 191.. 
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